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Abstract

Cardiovascular disease is an umbrella term for all diseases of the heart. At present, computer-aided echocardiogram diagnosis is becoming increasingly beneficial. For echocardiography, different cardiac views can be acquired depending on the location and angulations of the ultrasound transducer. Hence, the automatic echocardiogram view classification is the first step for echocardiogram diagnosis, especially for computer-aided system and even for automatic diagnosis in the future. In addition, heart views classification makes it possible to label images especially for large-scale echo videos, provide a facility for database management and collection.

This thesis presents a framework for automatic cardiac viewpoints classification of echocardiogram video data. In this research, we aim to overcome the challenges facing this investigation while analyzing, recognizing and classifying echocardiogram videos from 3D (2D spatial and 1D temporal) space. Specifically, we extend 2D KAZE approach into 3D space for feature detection and propose a histogram of acceleration as feature descriptor. Subsequently, feature encoding follows before the application of SVM to classify echo videos.

In addition, comparison with the state of the art methodologies also takes place, including 2D SIFT, 3D SIFT, and optical flow technique to extract temporal information sustained in the video images.

As a result, the performance of 2D KAZE, 2D KAZE with Optical Flow, 3D KAZE, Optical Flow, 2D SIFT and 3D SIFT delivers accuracy rate of 89.4%, 84.3%, 87.9%, 79.4%, 83.8% and 73.8% respectively for the eight view classes of echo videos.
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### Abbreviation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2C</td>
<td>Apical 2 Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3C</td>
<td>Apical 3 Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4C</td>
<td>Apical 4 Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5C</td>
<td>Apical 5 Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Apical Angles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>Average Accuracy Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AER</td>
<td>Average Error Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML</td>
<td>Anterior mitral leaflet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Aortic root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOS</td>
<td>Additive Operator Splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AoV</td>
<td>Aortic Valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Accuracy Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>Active Shape Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoF</td>
<td>Bag-of-Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoVW</td>
<td>Bag-of-Visual-Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoW</td>
<td>Bag of Word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMR</td>
<td>Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>Cardiovascular Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICOM</td>
<td>Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoG</td>
<td>Difference of Gaussian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>Electrocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>Ejection Fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Error Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FV</td>
<td>Fisher Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM</td>
<td>Gaussian Mixture Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOA</td>
<td>Histograms of Acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOF</td>
<td>Histogram of optical flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>Histogram of Oriented Gradients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG3D</td>
<td>Histograms of 3D gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVS</td>
<td>Interventricular Septum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Left Ventricle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVOT</td>
<td>Left ventricular Outflow Tract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mAP</td>
<td>mean Average Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRF</td>
<td>Markov Random Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>Mitral valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principle component analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>Parasternal Long Axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Papillary muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMK</td>
<td>Pyramid Matching Kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PML</td>
<td>Posterior mitral leaflet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMPM</td>
<td>Postero-medical papillary muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>Parasternal Short Axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAA:</td>
<td>Parasternal Short Axis- Aorta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAB:</td>
<td>Parasternal Short Axis-Basal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAM:</td>
<td>Parasternal short axis-mitral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAP:</td>
<td>Parasternal short axis- papillary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV:</td>
<td>Pulmonic valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW:</td>
<td>Posterior wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI:</td>
<td>Region of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVOT:</td>
<td>Right ventricular outflow tract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT:</td>
<td>Scale Invariant Feature Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM:</td>
<td>Spatial Pyramid Matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURF:</td>
<td>Speeded Up Robust Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM:</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTE:</td>
<td>Transthoracic echocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV:</td>
<td>Tricuspid valve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction

The human heart is a two-stage (systolic and diastolic) electrical pump that circulates blood throughout the body, the rhythm of which endows us with not only assurance of life but also a barometer indicating any potential abnormalities. Cardiovascular disease is an umbrella term for all diseases of the heart and circulation, including coronary heart disease, myocardial infarction stroke, atrial fibrillation, heart failure, cardiomyopathy and others. It is estimated that heart disease causes more than a quarter of all deaths in the UK, or around 160,000 deaths each year[1]. In the United States, about 610,000 people die of heart disease every year, which is 1 in every 4 deaths[2]. The situation in China is very severe as well. According official data[3], about 230 million people have cardiovascular disease, and projected annual cardiovascular events are predicted to increase by 50% between 2010 and 2030 based on population aging and growing alone in China. Therefore, improving the management of cardiovascular diseases is one of the greatest challenges faced by the healthcare industry in every country. So far many researches have been done for the diagnosis of cardiac diseases. Most of them are based on the analysis of cardiovascular imaging.

1.1 Cardiovascular Imaging

Cardiovascular Imaging has become the cornerstone of clinical diagnosis for cardiovascular disease (CVD). At present, there are three popular image-based test methods for cardiac clinical diagnosis including Echocardiography, Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Due to the advent of new technology and the refinement of existing technologies, imaging’s role has
extended into biological, functional, and hemodynamic diagnosis of multiple pathophysiologic processes[4].

In clinical applications, Echocardiography has played a central role in the more comprehensive and reliable assessment of myocardial function (including systolic and diastolic function), according to [5-12]. On the other hand, Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (CMR) offers a comprehensive assessment of heart failure patients and is now the gold standard imaging technique to assess myocardial anatomy, regional and global function, and viability [13]. Cardiac MRI can provide a good assessment of cardiac function for some diseases, e.g. Chagas' disease ([14], [15]), congenital heart disease ([16], [17]), acute myocardial infarction ([18], [19]). In addition, an urgent CT of the thorax is frequently requested for suspected cases of aortic dissection or pulmonary embolism which may have atypical clinical features overlapping with those of acute myocardial infarction (MI)[20]. Multi-detector CT can provide complementary imaging of MRI, offering a combined morphological and angiographic assessment[21]. CT angiography can also assess ventricular systolic function, both global and regional, and myocardial perfusion[22]. Various imaging modalities can be used to assess cardiac structure and function, the presence and severity of dynamic obstruction, the presence of mitral valve abnormalities, and the severity of mitral regurgitation, as well as myocardial ischemia, fibrosis, and metabolic disease [23].

Among these modalities of cardiovascular imaging, echocardiography, applying ultrasound technique, has become routinely used in the diagnosis, management, and follow-up of patients with any suspected or known heart diseases. It is one of the most widely used imaging technologies in medicine[24]. It can provide a wealth of helpful information, including the size and shape of the heart (internal chamber size
quantification), pumping capacity, and the location and extent of any tissue damage.

An echocardiogram can also give physicians other estimates of heart function such as cardiac output, ejection fraction (EF), and diastolic function.

1.2 Motivations and Objectives

In recent years, with the development of computer technology, considerable efforts have been made in Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) using medical images to improve a clinician's confidence in analyzing medical images[25]. Evaluation of medical images by a clinician is qualitative in nature and may vary from person to person. A lot of research efforts have been directed to the field of medical image analysis with the aim to assist diagnosis and clinical studies[26]. When digital echocardiography is available, CAD may help physicians to make a more accurate decision [27]. At present, computer-aided echocardiogram diagnosis is becoming increasingly beneficial, this view is also shared in [28],[29].

For echocardiography, different cardiac views can be acquired depending on the location and angulations of the ultrasound transducer (to be detailed in Section 2.1). The major anatomical structures such as Left Ventricle (LV) are then manually delineated and measured from different view images to further analyse the function of the heart. Hence, the automatic echocardiogram view classification is the first step for echocardiogram diagnosis, especially for CAD system and even for automatic diagnosis in the future. For example, EF can be figured out by calculating the maximum and minimum diameter of LV cavity as discussed in[30]. Kumar, R. et al [29] propose that hypokinetic condition of the heart can be detected by extracting the feature points from the left ventricle wall and mitral valve leaflets. In addition, for the further analysis, collection and reduction of medical data and database management, automatic classification of heart views makes it possible to
label images or videos, providing a facility to manage all echocardiogram videos, while manual intervention based view recognition module can become a bottleneck especially for large-scale echocardiogram images/videos. This view is also reflected in[31] and[32].

Image-based methods [31-35] have become popular for echocardiogram classification owing to cardiac structural characteristics. The success of such approaches can be attributed to the structural dependence among cardiac cavities. However, there are still a number of challenges in improving classification performance. Firstly, when some cardiac structures change with different diseases or detection conditions, image-based matching, segmentation, location or other characteristic calculations can be affected by the high structural dependence. Secondly, most image-based methods focus on the integral shape variance of several particular cardiac structures, such as LV [36,37], but can pay less attention to some local inconspicuous structures, e.g. the aortic root in A5C viewpoint. Therefore the applicability of existing approaches for more cardiac viewpoints classification needs to be further evaluated.

To overcome these shortcomings, a number of progresses have been made. Some other methods [38, 39] proposed to recognize echocardiogram by fusing temporal information. The local motional structures or parts in the echocardiogram video are detected and represented in the spatial-temporal approaches. To combine both spatial and temporal information, the final classification results are usually obtained by using the voting scheme based on 2D images statistics.

In our research, we aim to respond to the challenges in a 3D space, i.e. 2D spatial and 1D temporal, to analyze and recognize echocardiogram videos with the following objectives.
- To treat each real video dataset as an entirety instead of dividing it into a set of frames;
- To focus on extracting 3D KAZE features;
- To propose acceleration field to describe features;
- To adopt Fisher vectors to represent feature descriptors;
- To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the classification of echocardiogram videos.

1.3 Main Contributions of the Thesis Proposal

The goal of this dissertation is to recognize the echocardiogram (echo) viewpoints automatically. In the process of each stage implementation, this work makes several contributions by showing the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed methods for echo video classification, including

- In spatial-temporal domain, the 3D KAZE method is developed and implemented to detect features of the echocardiogram video. The method includes creating multiple non-linear scale spaces and using Hessian saliency measures to locate feature points. In order to exclude false feature points, we propose lower magnitude and neighbourhood suppressions to improve echocardiogram characteristics. It can also be used to detect 3D images with lower resolution.

- Based on the characteristics of myocardium motion, we introduce the acceleration field of cardiac motion as a novel features. Accordingly, histograms of acceleration descriptors are generated to describe the motion and stress state corresponding to particular viewpoints of the heart. Experimental evaluation demonstrates the promise of the proposed method for feature
description. It outperforms popular HOF descriptor without losing computational efficiency.

- We evaluate and compare the five existing local space-time feature descriptors for echocardiogram video recognition. We investigate their performance on a total of eight classes. On the base of 3D KAZE detector, all the descriptors are feasible for echocardiogram video classification, especially for spatial gradient descriptors, which can be affected by the noise of image more easily than the motional information descriptors.

- We modify BoW based on the standard baseline and apply it into encoding echocardiogram features. First, we choose several closer centres instead of only one when using k-means clustering. Next, we show how to incorporate spatial constrains in BoW models to improve accuracy for echocardiogram recognition. Additionally, the Fisher vector method is used to represent features as well. Finally, we evaluate BoW and FV performance on our dataset with varying parameters and reach a conclusion of applicability.

- On the base of the experiment, we measure the accuracy and efficiency and confirm an effective classification strategy when using SVM (Support vector machine) to recognize echocardiogram viewpoints.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

Since the classification of video images involves a number of stages, including feature point detection, representation, optimization, description and classification, this thesis is structured based on these stages. In particular, at each stage, comparison between our approach and a number of existing approaches is performed, analyzed and evaluated.
The dissertation begins with a literature review about the echocardiography and its classification in Chapter 2. All our datasets are illustrated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces our approach of 3D KAZE feature detection in echocardiogram videos whereas a number of results about our detectors are given in Chapter 5. In regard to the description method of echocardiogram features, the application of HOA (histogram of acceleration) descriptor, is proposed in Chapter 6. The resultant evaluations of the parameters and the comparison with a number of well-known descriptors are addressed as well in this Chapter. The results of echocardiogram classification based on 2D and 3D feature detection the comparison with other state-of-the-art are illustrated in the Chapter 7. In this chapter, video representation methods and the strategy when using SVM are proposed, which is followed by comparison results and strategic discussions. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the major contributions with a brief conclusion as well as a number of recommendations for future work.
2. Literature Review

The automatic identification of image content in medical images is an important pre-processing step in not only CAD (computer aided diagnostic) systems, but also in content-based image retrieval and picture archival systems[34]. CAD systems can calculate some structural parameters [40-42] or motion information [43] for further assessments on the base of medical images or videos corresponding to some particular tissue inspection.

Echocardiography is a typical application of Ultrasound imaging and is the most widely used tool in clinical practice for the evaluation of cardiac function due to its nature of easy to operate, inexpensive, non-invasive and in-vivo observation of the moving heart. As a result, the work for Computer-aided echocardiogram diagnosis become increasing. In doing so, the characteristic views corresponding to different transducer locations should be provided firstly. Unfortunately, echocardiogram classification is a considerably difficult work because of its native character. So, firstly we discuss the principles and characters that echocardiography sustains, and then investigate the current work in classifying echocardiogram views in comparison with normal action recognition.

2.1 Echocardiography

2.1.1 Introduction of echocardiography

Ultrasonic imaging is a mature medical technology. More than one out of every four medical diagnostic imaging studies in the world is now estimated to be an ultrasound study and this trend continues to increase[44]. This reason is mainly because of the remarkable advances that have taken place in the physics and
engineering of ultrasonic imaging since the medical applications of ultrasonic are introduced[45].

Echocardiography, also called echo, is the use of specialized ultrasound equipment to image the structure and function of the heart. It is rather like sonar, in that sound waves are used to locate the position of an object based on the characteristics of the reflected signal, hence the use of the term ‘echo’[46], which cannot be abbreviated as ECG that refers to an electrocardiogram. In acquiring a video clip, the echocardiography transducer (or probe) is placed on the chest wall surface (or thorax) of the subject, and images are then taken through the chest wall. This is a non-invasive, highly accurate and quick assessment of the overall healthy status of the heart[47]. A standard echocardiogram is also known as a transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE), or cardiac ultrasound. It has three basic "modes" that are used to image the heart: M-mode imaging, Doppler imaging and two-dimensional (2D) imaging.

The M-mode echo, which provides a 1D view, is used for fine measurements. Doppler mode ultrasound can be used to estimate the velocity of blood flow in the human heart and vasculature noninvasively[48]. 2D mode imaging is the mainstream of echo imaging and allows structures to be viewed in vivo in real time for any cross-section of the heart (two dimensions). In 2D mode imaging clips, all chambers and valves of the heart as well as the adjacent proximal connections of large vessels can be imaged and then spatial relationships among normal and abnormal intra-cardiac structures can be viewed. Cardiologists can assess motion characteristics of intra-cardiac structures in addition to their anatomy.
2.1.2 Physical and technical principles of ultrasound imaging

In order to accurately interpret echocardiogram, a basic understanding of the physical principles involved in ultrasound imaging is essential. Ultrasound is the term used to describe the sound of frequencies above 20 000 Hertz (Hz), beyond the range of human hearing[49]. And most cardiac applications are performed using frequencies from 2 million to 10 million hertz, or 2-10 megahertz (MHz) [48]. During the examination, sound travels in mechanical waves with a speed dependent on the density and elastic properties of the medium in which they are travelling[50]. When the sound wave, which is generated by electrical stimulation of a piezoelectric crystal in the transducer, is transmitted into the heart tissues, it is partially reflected back to the transducer from the layers between different cardiac tissues or scattered from smaller structures. The rest travels forward through the next tissues. The reflection depends on the variation of impedance of the two adjacent tissues, e.g. myocardium and blood. The transducer picks up echoes of the sound waves as they bounce off different parts of the heart and change into electrical pulses. These echoes are turned into moving pictures of the heart that can be seen on a video screen[51].

The screen image results from the information on strength, timing and position of the returning waves. The amplitude, or strength, of the returning echo wave is translated into the brightness (whiteness) of an echo pixel. These bright structures are termed as hyperechoic. In contrast, low-amplitude waves are translated into shades of grey-hypoechoic regions, while the structure without reflecting any waves corresponds to a black dot (anechoic). The vertical position of the echo pixel on the screen is based on the time delay between the emission and return of the ultrasound beam. Because velocity is assumed to be constant within soft tissue, quickly
returning echoes reflect superficial structures. Slowly returning echoes reflect deeper structures. Horizontal position of the echo pixel on the screen is based on the receiving piezoelectric crystal’s location along the transducer[52].

2.1.3 Cardiac motion

The heart is a pump that creates the pressure that drives the flow of blood throughout the system. The heart motion includes two steps: systolic and diastolic. It can be viewed as the “motor engine” of our lives. Before illustrating the motion of the heart, we should introduce its structures briefly. As illustrated in[53], there are actually four chambers (spaces) inside the heart. Two top chambers are called atriums, while the bottom chambers correspond to ventricles. Each side of the heart forms its own pumping systems, a right heart and a left heart. Each half consists of an atrium and a ventricle. With these systems, blood always flows in only one direction because there are valves between atrium and ventricle. These valves open in one direction like trapdoors to let the blood pass through.

From the beginning of a cardiac circle, myocardium, electrically activated, begins to develop force and the accumulated force is translated into an increase in cavity pressure[54]. The process appears as the contraction of ventricle. With the left ventricle contraction strengthening, the pressure is large enough to open the aortic valve, and then the systemic loop begins. The same process corresponding to the pulmonary loop is beginning synchronously in right heart. Afterwards, the heart muscle relaxes, allowing the blood to flow and fill in the atria. When the atria are filled, the pressure opens the valves (including mitral valve and tricuspid valve) and the blood flows down into the ventricles. Then new round of contraction and relaxation starts with the following cardiac circle beginning. Under normal circumstances, each cycle takes 0.8 second[55].
2.1.4 Echocardiogram characteristics

Ultrasonic imaging has gained much popularity through medical sciences recently. Compared with other imaging modalities (such as MRI and CT), some of the main reasons of its prominence are due to high speed of imaging, portable instruments, as well as relatively inexpensive, non-invasive, displaying the image in real time, free of radiation risk and with the availability of pocket size [56, 57]. Furthermore, Ultrasound (US) images are tomographic, i.e., offering a “cross-sectional” view of anatomical structures, and can be acquired in vivo, thus providing instantaneous visual guidance for many interventional procedures. Besides these characters as mentioned above, echocardiography has unique ability in viewing the moving heart in real time and recording dynamic information of the cardiac structures in sequential (video) form, and thus providing an important diagnostic aid in cardiology for the morphological and functional assessment.

However, the quality of medical ultrasound image is generally limited due to the existence of noise owning to the loss of proper contact or air gap between the transducer probe and the human body [58]. The presence of this kind of speckle noise severely degrades the fine details and contrast resolution of the image, making it difficult to detect small and low contrast structures in body, as mentioned in [59,60,61]. In addition, the result of ultrasound imaging is easily affected by artificial factors, such as patient cooperation and physique, its relative dependence on a skilled operator, which can lead to different cardiac assessments.

2.1.5 Problem statement

In order to identify cardiac structure automatically, as mentioned above, all of the previous work have worked to depict echocardiogram features in various forms and
to discriminate between images or videos by using many training and testing methods. The description and classification of cardiac feature are a very complex task [38,36] because of some following challenges exist:

(1) Intra-viewpoint variation. Because of the complicated cardiac motion (including systolic, diastolic, translation and rotation), speckle noise influence, patient individuality as well as instrument difference and the sonographer’s experience, the image appearance belonging to the same cardiac viewpoint will present significant variations, which makes it difficult to achieve high classification accuracy (shown in Figure 2.1 (a)).

(2) Inter-viewpoint similarity. The high degree of structural similarity among the constellations of different viewpoints is another challenge. It is very difficult to discriminate those cardiac structural viewpoints with significant visual similarity by characterizing corresponding features. The ambiguities between similar viewpoints will exacerbate the situation with the availability of extra features replacing the missing structures to the sequence of echocardiogram as indicated in Figure 2.1 (b). The appearance of the left ventricle in PSAM and PSAP has significant similar because the characteristics between the mitral valve (MV) and papillary muscles (PM) are not prominent.

(3) Low quality of ultrasound image brings great difficulties in feature detection and description. How to highlight genuine features in echo image and restrain noise levels simultaneously is another critical factor for features representations.
2.2 Local Feature methods for video classification

A key component in any view classification systems is the representation – what feature set is used to represent a video? It is well-known in the pattern recognition community, that the proper choice of feature representation has a greater impact on performance, which is emphasized in [38] as well. In the following, we first discuss the existing feature detectors and feature descriptors, and then review Bag-of-Word model and Fisher vector methods respectively for feature representation.

2.2.1 Feature detector

During the process of developing the CAD systems, feature extraction is one of the most important first steps for recognizing abnormal regions from the medical images[62]. Feature detectors tend to search some local regions and select characteristic locations and scales in videos by maximizing specific saliency response functions, which can be divided into two groups: 2D feature detection and 3D (spatial-temporal) feature detection.

2.2.1.1 2D feature detector

For two dimensional images, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [63] is considered to be the more effective objection recognition technique for a variety of

Fig 2. Some cardiac structures illustrating the variation of intra-viewpoint and inter-viewpoint. (a) The aortic root (AO) structure indicated in the left frame is missed in the right one; (b) The similarity between different viewpoints.
applications. SIFT converts an image into a large collection of local feature vectors with invariant to rotation, scaling and translation. In[64], SIFT features and Pyramid Matching Kernel (PMK) are used to address object recognition. In[65], SIFT features combining with the local feature symmetry and the local energy (amplitude) filters based on a bag of visual words representation (detailed in section 2.2.3.1) are utilized to recognize anatomical structures of fetal heart and other tissues. SIFT builds a set of Gaussian scale spaces by using the Difference of Gaussians (mentioned in Appendix 1.6) operator and detects the maxima in each space as candidate key points. As depicted in [63], the final descriptor vector is with the dimension of 128 (an $4 \times 4$ array of histograms with 8 orientation bins in each). The experiment result obtained in [38] shows that a direct application of SIFT-based classification is ineffective in echocardiogram viewpoint discrimination problem.

In[66], another robust detector in the processing of image local feature detection is SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features), which is not only characterized by the invariance of scale and rotation but is also several times faster than SIFT. This method is based on the sum of 2D Haar wavelets technology (approximate Gaussian derivatives). It is applied to detect the key points of echocardiogram image in [35].

SIFT and SURF methods implement in a linear space, which smoothies to the same degree both details and noise at all linear scale levels. While nonlinear diffusion filtering make blurring locally adaptive to the image, so noise will be blurred while details will remain. For echocardiogram image, in order to retain the boundary and details of cardiac structures as well as to reduce noise level, KAZE feature method, which works in a nonlinear scale space proposed by Alcantarilla et al [67], has been applied to detect image features in echo classification by W. Li
et al. [68]. In nonlinear scale space, by computing the response of scale-normalized determinant of the Hessian matrix at multiple scale levels and searching for the maxima in both scale and neighbouring location, feature points can be detected. The rectangular grid around the detected feature points is divided into $4 \times 4$ subregions. The derivative responses $(d_x, d_y, |d_x|, |d_y|)$ in each subregion are weighted with a Gaussian function centred on the subregion centre and summed into a descriptor vector $V = (\sum d_x, \sum d_y, \sum |d_x|, \sum |d_y|)$. Accordingly, the final descriptor vector has a length of 64.

When using these three detecting methods to figure out the features of an echocardiogram image, it shows different results in highlighting the cardiac structural features. As evidenced in Figure 2.2, SIFT feature points (green points shown in Figure 2.2(b)) appear to spread across the entire image especially in the non-structure areas (e.g. inside of chambers), failing to highlight the structure of cardiac chambers boundaries, whereas SURF (corresponding to yellow points in Figure 2.2(c)) reduces points to a certain degree in the region of homogeneous areas, but contains some unreal features in chambers owing to its linear diffusion filtering which is similar with SIFT. However, the KAZE method (corresponding to pink points in Figure 2.2 (d)) improves the effect of noise reduction, and makes the cardiac chamber structure more outstanding. It shows better performance (comparing with SIFT and SURF features) in feature detection for echocardiogram images. The application of SIFT and KAZE feature detecting methods in echocardiogram recognition will be implemented in Section 7.3. All of these feature detectors are based on 2D spatial images. The 2D approach is limited as it can indicate the spatial information slice by slice, missing the temporal relationship between neighbouring slices in a video. As an extension study for echocardiogram
video classification, the spatial-temporal KAZE feature is the following focus in this research as illustrated in Chapter 4.

Fig 2.2 The illustration of approaches of SIFT, SURF and KAZE on the extraction of feature points corresponding to LV (the top row) and PLA (the bottom row). (a) Original image of echocardiogram; (b) SIFT feature points (green); (c)SURF feature points (yellow); (d) KAZE feature points (pink).

2. 2.1.2 3D feature detector

The extension of the SIFT approach to three dimensional data has been attempted by many researchers, including Ni et al. [69], Gu et al [70], and Allaire et al [71]. In 3D SIFT detection, multi-scale space is firstly defined as the convolution of the original 3D input volume with a variable scale of Gaussian function. Then DoG volume is formed based on this multi-scale space. Under each Gaussian scale, interest points are detected at the local maxima.

The Hessian3D detector, which is also called the 3D volumetric version of SURF by Yu et al [72] is proposed by Willems et al [73] as a spatial-temporal extension of the Hessian saliency measure applied for blob detection in images. They aim at a rather dense, scale-invariant, and computationally efficient interest point detector. The detector measures the saliency with the determinant of the 3D Hessian matrix. An integral video structure allows speeding up computations by approximating
derivatives with box-filter operations. A non-maximum suppression algorithm selects joint maxima over space and time scale.

Laptev et al. [74,75] appear to be the first to propose a feature detector based on a spatial-temporal extension of the Harris corner criterion [76]. This Harris3D method is based on the eigenvalues of a spatial-temporal second-moment matrix at each video point. As a result, local maxima indicate feature points. Concerning the Harris criterion in Harris3D method, Dollár et al [77] considered that true spatial-temporal corner points are relatively rare in general cases. They therefore design their interest point detector to yield denser coverage in videos and employ spatial Gaussian kernels and temporal Gabor filters. As a result, local maxima give final interesting positions. The similar detector is utilized in [78] for echocardiogram video classification.

Feature trajectory, which differs from space-time point detectors as mentioned above, is a straightforward concept that reflects spatial-temporal information in video sequences. Trajectories corresponding to spatial interest points are tracked based on KLT tracker initiated by Lucas and Kanade [79] or dense optical flow field proposed by Lu et al. [80], whereby the flow shape encodes information about local motion patterns and can thus be directly used as local features. Matikainen et al. [81] track spatial interest points by using a standard KLT tracker, and then form a set of fixed length feature trajectories for the subsequently action recognition. Wang et al. [82] densely sample feature points at several spatial scales. Tracking these points is achieved by median filtering in a dense optical flow field[83]. This method is applied to depict the feature trajectories of echocardiogram video sequences where the result is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Dense sampling ensures a
good coverage of the video with features, but for echo image, many unintended points (speckle noises) are tracked.

For each detected feature point \((x, y, t)\), the feature descriptor should be computed to represent the characteristics of the local area corresponding to the feature point. A key factor for high accuracy classification is the use of local descriptors, which express integral information of features. In this research, how to combine dynamic information (just like histogram of optical flow and motion boundary histogram in some literatures) with the spatial state is the focus for constructing spatial-temporal descriptor.

The descriptors for local information can be divided in two classes, which are local appearance and motion information descriptors. The HOG (histogram of
gradient) is the most popular method for local appearance representation, which is widely used in action recognition. While for 3D appearance descriptor, 3DSIFT as well as HOG3D are representative in encoding local features. All of these descriptors are focusing on the static appearance information of the video sequence. Considering the dynamic information as mentioned above, HOF (histogram of optical flow) and MBH (motion boundary histogram) are proposed to describe the motion state in video classification, which can be called motion information descriptor.

Among the first works on local descriptors for videos, Laptev and Lindeberg [84] defined and compared several descriptors over local spatial-temporal neighbourhoods including single- and multi-scale N-jet derivatives, histograms of spatial-temporal gradients, histograms of optical flow, principle component analysis (PCA) of spatial-temporal gradient and PCA of optical flow. Among histogram methods, a feature vector is obtained by accumulating components of each cell with a certain size around the interest points. A different feature vector consists of projections of local image measurements onto D principle components by applying PCA to highlight the most significant eigenvalues. In their experiment, the histograms based on optical flow and spatial-temporal gradients show better performance than others. In their later work, Laptev et al. [85] introduced the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and the histogram of optical flow (HOF) descriptors to characterize the local information. The coarse HOG and HOF are computed in each cuboid divided from each space-time volume. Finally, the normalized cuboid histograms are concatenated into the HOG/HOF descriptor. In the work described by Wang et al [82] and Uijlings [86], motion boundary
histogram (MBH) combining with HOG and HOF is introduced for action recognition.

**HOG descriptor** is introduced by Dalal and Triggs in [87] for human detection, which can be used to reflect static appearance information. For the digital image, each pixel of the gradient image measures the change in intensity of that same point in the original image, in a given direction. In implementation, gradient magnitude responses are calculated in horizontal and vertical directions. The gradient of the image is computed using the finite difference approximations:

\[
L_x(i,j,t) = \frac{(I(i+1,j,t) - I(i-1,j,t))}{2}
\]

\[
L_y(i,j,t) = \frac{(I(i,j+1,t) - I(i,j-1,t))}{2}
\]  

(2-1)

Where \( I \) is the intensity of the corresponding pixel. In order to reduce the noise effects, a video sequence can be filtered by using Gaussian operator or others. The magnitude and orientation are computed from the intensity gradients for every pixel in the gradient image. The orientation \( \theta \) is in spatial domain with the range of \([-\pi, \pi]\). As reported by Uijlings et al [86], they divide \( \theta \) into equally sized bins, and vote the weighting based magnitudes into the corresponding bins.

**3D SIFT descriptor**, as an extension of the SIFT descriptor [63], is proposed by Scovanner et al. [88], as shown in Figure 2.4. For a set of randomly sampled interest points, spatial-temporal gradients are computed for each pixel. Each pixel around the interest points is weighted by a Gaussian filter centred on the given position. For orientation quantization, two ways are provided: one way is to split both azimuth and elevation \((\varphi, \theta)\) into \(8 \times 4\) bins using meridians and parallels; the second way is to tessellate the sphere using an icosahedron, which is a similar idea to the HOG3D descriptor. It increases the dimensionality to 2048 in [88], which put more constraints on efficiency. In [78], the polyhedron (with 80 triangle faces)
replaces the spherical coordinates (with $8 \times 4$ bins) to quantize the orientations of 3D SIFT descriptor in the echocardiogram video description. The neighbourhood of a feature point is selected with the size of $12 \times 12 \times 12$ and then divided into $2 \times 2 \times 2$ sub-volumes. The final descriptor is of $640 \,(2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 80)$ dimensions.
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Fig 2. 4 The illustration of 3DSIFT descriptor using the first orientation quantization. 3D sub-volumes are sampled surrounding the interest point. Each sub-volume is accumulated into its own sub-histogram. All of these sub-histograms are concatenated into the final descriptor.

**HOG3D descriptor**, similar to 3D SIFT descriptor, is proposed originally in [89]. It is based on histograms of 3D gradient orientations and can be seen as an extension of SIFT descriptor [63] for videos. For a given cell, they divide it into $S \times S \times S$ sub-blocks, as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). The mean 3D gradient of each sub-block is then computed by using an integral video and subsequently quantized by employing a regular polyhedron (shown in Figure 2.5 (c)). The histogram for the given cell is obtained by summing the quantized mean gradients of all sub-blocks. All 3D gradient histograms corresponding to $M \times M \times N$ cells are finally concatenated to one feature vector. In [89], a local support region around a feature point is divided into a set of $4 \times 4 \times 3$ cells. All histograms quantized using an icosahedron for all are concatenated to form the final vector for the corresponding local region. This descriptor has higher dimensionality with $960 \,(= 4 \times 4 \times 3 \times 20)$. 
**HOF descriptor** captures the local motion information of the videos. Optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion of objects, surfaces, and edges in a visual scene, which includes two components (horizontal and vertical). These two components \((v_x, v_y)\) are employed to compute orientation and magnitude of the motion. In our experiment, the classical Horn-Schunk [90] method is applied to calculate the dense optical flow responses. We use the version implemented by the Matlab software (www.mathworks.com). The orientation and magnitude of the optical flow are used as weighted votes into local orientated histograms in the same way as for the standard HOG.

**MBH descriptor** is another method to represent motion information on action recognition, which is introduced by Dalal et al. in [91], which has been combined with other descriptors in [82] to encode the local feature characteristics of human action. It is obtained by computing derivatives separately for the horizontal and vertical components of the optical flow. So it can be viewed as the gradient of the

![Fig 2.5 The illustration of HOG3D descriptor (reprinted from [89]). Its orientation quantization method using regular polyhedron is similar with the second way depicting in 3D SIFT descriptor.](image)
optical flow. The orientation information is quantized into histograms, and the magnitude is used as weighted votes into local oriented histograms.

In practical applications, HOG3D and 3D SIFT descriptors introduce the third temporal gradient into the gradient component and form the 3D gradient as \((L_x, L_y, L_t)\), which causes higher dimensionality and hence reduces efficiency in the following classification task. Comparatively speaking, HOG is very efficient to compute with lower dimensions. However, it only encodes the appearance of local features and lacks of motion information for video recognition. Therefore, HOG descriptor often combines with HOF or MBH descriptor to reflect both appearance and motion details, as reported in [85,82].

Willems et al. [73] have proposed the extended SURF (ESURF) descriptor which extends the image SURF descriptor to videos. Similar to 3DSIFT, a rectangular volume defined around a point of interest is subsequently divided into a set of \(M \times M \times M\) cells. Each cell is represented by a weighted sums \((v = (\sum d_x, \sum d_y, \sum d_t))\) of uniformly sampled responses of Haar-wavelets along the three axes \((d_x, d_y, d_t)\).

### 2.2.3 Feature Representation

A general approach to describe an image for classification is to extract a set of local features and subsequently descriptors, and represent them into a high dimensional vector. By far, the main paradigm in image representation is the well-known Bag-of-Words (BoW) model introduced by Sivic and Zisserman [92] as well as Fisher vector (FV) by Sánchez J et al.[93], and Simonyan K et al. [94].

#### 2.2.3.1 Bag-of-Words (BoW)

BoW sometimes called Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) or Bag-of-Features (BoF) in computer vision, can be applied to image classification by treating image features...
as words (detailed in Appendix 1.4). Initiated for text classifications, Niebles [95], Wang et al. [96], Bilinski et al [97] extend this model into videos. For BoW representation in videos, visual vocabulary (or codebook) is produced by clustering all vectors obtained from training videos. K-mean is generally applied to generate \( k \) clusters which are referred to as visual words (or words). Video sequences are then represented as occurrence histogram of visual words. Yang et al. [98] propose a sparse coding algorithm to replace K-means clustering and a max-pooling of the descriptor-level statistics. Yu Qian et al. [78] employ this method instead of k-means to train an echocardiogram video vocabulary.

### 2.2.3.2 Fisher Vector (FV)

Fisher vector essentially is an extension of BoW developed by Lei et al. [99], which shows an improved performance over BoW for both image and action classification in the work by Chatfield [100], Sánchez J et al [93], Oneata et al. [101], and Kantorov et al [102]. In a nutshell, FV encoding aggregates a large set of feature descriptors into a high-dimensional vector representation. It is completed by fitting a parametric generative model, e.g. the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), to the features, and then encoding the derivatives of the log-likelihood of the model with respect to their parameters as discussed by Jaakkola et al. [103]. For a descriptor with size \( D \), the GMM model with \( K \) Gaussians is first learned based on the training datasets. Then the first and second order derivatives corresponding to the given Gaussian mean and standard deviation with D-dimension are generated. The final FV is the concentration of the two parts and is therefore \( 2DK \)-dimension as denoted by F. Perronnin et al. [104]. Sánchez J et al. [93] considers that the BoW is a particular case of the FV where the gradient computation is restricted to the mixture weight parameters of the GMM. Their experiment shows that the additional
parameters (including mean and deviation) incorporated in the FV bring large improvements in terms of accuracy for image classification. And it can be computed from much smaller vocabularies with \( K \) Gaussians and therefore at a lower computational cost.

2.3 Related works for echocardiogram classification

Numerous works and methods have been proposed in the past within the field of automatic classification of echocardiogram images/videos. It is a challenging work because of not only the complicated characters of ultrasound image but also the variations of intra- and inter-viewpoint of echo videos. In addition, there are several viewpoints according to the different cardiac views with great structural similarity.

With regards to previous works in echocardiogram classification, there are two primary trends to detect and descript echo cardiac viewpoints, including image-based method and spatial-temporal fusion technique. This section reviews the state-of-the-art methods for echo video recognition based on these two categories, including

- **Image-based methods** (to be detailed in Section 2.3.1) focus on spatial relationship of the heart structures, and cardiac viewpoint recognition is carried out by using information of structural location, intensity as well as a number of related statistical characters.

- **Spatial-temporal fusion methods** (to be addressed in Section 2.3.2) explore spatial-temporal information of the heart structures to discriminate echocardiogram viewpoints by combining the motion information of echocardiogram sequences with the spatial and textural information.

2.3.1 Image-based methods
Image-based methods recognize echocardiogram images by employing spatial information of cardiac structures such as location, gradient, energy and other statistical characters. Approaches in this field are focusing on mining and collecting spatial features or relationship of cardiac structures and representing these features into other forms, and finally training and testing by using classification methods. Because temporal information is omitted in these approaches, the whole echo cardiac video can be divided frame by frame, and features and spatial relationships are extracted from each image.

Balaji et al. [37] extracted the diastolic frames from the echocardiogram videos as input images. After reducing noise and enhancing the contrast of the image, they utilize morphological grayscale closing to highlight the cardiac cavity, and then using connected components labelling to segment chambers. In their experiment, three standard views PSA (parasternal short axis), A2C and A4C can be classified.

Another work that models the structure of the heart is proposed by Ebadollahi et al [33]. The original cavities of the heart are detected by applying Grey-Level Symmetric Axis Transform (GSAT). The constellation of chambers in each image is viewed as a relational structure with some attributes (e.g. location, area and directionality of each part, and distance and angle between a pair of parts) (as shown in Figure 2.6).

The statistical variations and spatial relationships of the constellation (as the blue blobs and the red lines) are encoded by using Markov Random Field (MRF) models, and the optimal energy can be obtained subsequently. Final classification is then conducted by applying support vector machine (SVM) in energy space. In implementation, the process of detecting chamber varies to a certain extent, which
is sensitive to noise in ultrasound where small intensity variations can lead to large errors in a graph formation.
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Fig 2.6 The relational structure of cardiac cavities with the constellation of chambers (the blue blobs) and the relationships (the red lines) between a pair of chambers in A4C viewpoint.

In [34], the standard views of cardiac echo image are represented as template library by applying multi-resolution spline filters to intensity images. For each unknown sample image, the deformation map and warped image corresponding to each template can be obtained by matching it against the template library. Then both deformation energy and the similarity between the warped image and reference templates are used to classify the sampling image by applying a linear discriminant classifier. Such multi-scale elastic deformation is effective only when the unknown image viewpoint is close to known viewpoint templates with smaller deformation energy and more similarity.

Hui Wu et al. [105] divided the echocardiogram image into a set of non-overlapping image blocks and computed the spectral energy of each block by using the GIST feature method on the base of multiple oriented Gabor filters of different scales, which can be illustrated in Figure 2.7. Then, the features from each block are concatenated into a single feature vector to represent the global information of
the echocardiogram image. The final classification results are obtained after training by using SVM.

In [36], a comprehensive system for cardiac echo video classification is described by using MLBoost Learning algorithm along with multi-object detection and integrated local-global features. On the base of developing the Left Ventricle (LV) detector by using Haar-wavelet type local features, each view can be represented by the global template based on the spatial layout of LV structure in other cardiac chambers. Given an input sequence, LV structure can be detected by applying the LV detectors. The corresponding global templates are constructed and fed into multi-view classifiers. The similar method using Haar-like local rectangle features and a multiclass classifier is also mentioned in [106]. Their work collects both positive and negative training images corresponding to all chambers and background respectively by encoding the structures into different template designs. On the base of multiclass classifier, the final classification result can be determined according to the majority voting rule.

Fig 2. 7 The GIST features (the bottom row) represented in spectral energy reflects the global structural information of the corresponding different viewpoints (the top row)
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are one of the popular methods for classifications, which have been of increasing interest in medical image processing (such as in [107], [26], [25]). Elalfi et al. [25] pre-process medical echocardiography images using Gaussian and Gabor filters and combine intensity histogram features and Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) features, and then input these global texture features into an artificial neural network for automatic classification based on back-propagation algorithm to classify heart valve diseases.

In spatial feature detection for echocardiogram image, the idea of statistical histogram is proposed frequently. As one of the works in this direction, Roy et al. [108] have reasoned that the number of cavities that is present, their orientations, and the presence of heart muscles in each view generating different histograms. They propose the use of simple gray-scale (intensity) histograms in a region of interest (ROI) for four views classification. The final classification is made by using a neural network classifier where the number of hidden layer units is empirically chosen. The signature histogram for a given echo image is heavily dependent on ROI for which intensity values are considered, and the choice of this region is not made explicitly in this work. The similar method is proposed by Balaji et al. [109]. The histogram feature of gray scale is provided to characterize the echocardiogram image and then combined with SVM and Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) by Rumelhart et al. 1986 [110] to classify four views of echocardiogram. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature method is also applied to depict the spatial arrangement of echocardiogram image by Agarwal et al. [31]. It captures local structure while not requiring explicit correspondences to match images. Firstly, the sectorial portion of the ultrasound image is transformed to its rectangular beam
space equivalent. Then a set of local histograms corresponding to all rectangular cells are concatenated into the HOG feature vector of the image. View classification for PLA and PSA is accomplished by using SVM classifier.

In [34], Speed Up Robust Features (SURF) [111] are applied to detect and describe the key points of echocardiogram image, as shown in Fig 2.8. In the process of classification, the input echocardiogram images with extracted SURF descriptors need to match the descriptors of template image pre-computed in each category. The classification results can be obtained by calculating the minimal Euclidean distance between the matched points in the templates and the input echocardiogram image. The accuracy of recognition is highly dependent on the matching degree.

A hierarchical classification strategy for view classification is proposed by Otey et al. [112]. They combine the principle features with other features (including gradient features, peak features and other statistical features) to form a feature vector corresponding to each image, and then use hierarchical classifiers (one on the top level, two classifiers on the second level) to classify all the images by using leave-one-out cross-validation rule. The top level classifier is used to distinguish between the apical and parasternal views, while on the second level, one is applied to distinguish two or four apical chamber viewpoints, and another is used for
parasternal long or short viewpoint recognition. This method implements the echocardiogram classification following top-down process, i.e. from two viewpoints to four viewpoints.

2.3.2 Spatial-temporal fusion methods

Compared with the image-based methods, temporal or motion information is also important while combining with spatial features as mentioned in image-based methods. The difference between the two kinds of approaches is that some local motional structures or parts in echocardiogram video are detected and represented in the spatial-temporal method, while global information or dense features are depicted in most image-based methods. Local space-time features capture cardiac characteristic appearance and motion information for a local region and provide a relatively independent representation of structures with respect to their spatial-temporal shifts and multiple motions in the scene. Such features are usually extracted directly from videos and therefore avoid possible failures of other pre-processing methods such as segmentation in [37] and matching in [34, 36].

In [38], local spatial-temporal features for each image are detected and encoded to recognize the echocardiogram images. In their framework, on the base of optical flow field, the edge-filtered motion maps for echocardiogram video sequences are generated by filtering the motion magnitude images based on edge maps, as shown in Figure 2.9. Local spatial-temporal features are detected using scale-invariant features [63] and then described by concatenating location, motion histogram and intensity histogram into a feature vector. In training process, a hierarchical dictionary and parameters of a Pyramid Matching Kernel based SVM[113] is learnt from all the training frames. Each frame of echocardiogram video is individually classified and final classification is achieved by using the voting scheme.
Beymer et al. [39] proposed to exploit the motion information present in the echocardiogram videos for view classification. They use Active Shape Models (ASMs) to capture the shape and texture information and then track ASMs across the whole sequence to derive motion information. All the information is combined by projecting it down to a low variance of Eigen-motion feature spaces and the final classification is done by minimizing a "sequence fit" measure. One of the limitations about this method is that original ASM feature points need to be located manually in the training data, which can be not only time consuming, but affected by human factors.

The space-time interest points of echo video clip are detected by applying Cuboid detector (including the 2D spatial Gaussian smoothing kernel and 1D temporal Gabor filter) by Qian et al. [78]. In this method, each interest point is represented into a 640-dimention vector by using 3D SIFT descriptor. In training process, a codebook of echocardiogram videos is constructed by following the Bag of Word (BoW) paradigm. Then all 3D SIFT features corresponding to space-time interest points in each testing videos are coded into a feature vector on the base of trained codebook. Multiclass SVM is applied to complete eight viewpoints classification of echocardiogram video in the final experiment.
Although spatial-temporal fusion methods have shown feasibility for multi-viewpoint recognition in non-normalized echocardiogram video data as mentioned above, correlational discussions are very limited in comparison with image-based methods. In addition, the classification accuracy rate of 72% in [78] appears to be in need of improvement. Therefore, the research about space-time features detection and description for echocardiogram video need to be studied further.
3. Datasets and Viewpoint Definition

In this section, we present the datasets that are used in our research. A total of 432 echocardiogram videos are collected from 93 different patients of 7 to 85 years of age (containing 35 wall motion abnormalities and 58 normal cases) in the hospital of both Tsinghua University Hospital and Fuzhou Hospital in China. All videos are captured from GE Vivid 7 or E9 and are stored in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format with the size of 341 × 415 pixel × 26 frame.

3.1 Echocardiogram viewpoint definition

During an echocardiogram scanning, a sonographer images the heart by using an ultrasound machine/scanner and a transducer is placed against a patient’s chest. Reflected sound waves reveal the inner structure of the heart walls and the velocities of blood flows. Since these measurements (e.g. heart and blood vessel morphology, heart wall thickness, blood flow velocity and so on) are typically obtained by using 2D images of the heart, the transducer position can be changed during an echo exam which captures different anatomical sections of the heart from different views, as shown in Figure 3.1.

The most common cross-sectional views of echocardiogram are the parasternal long axis (PLA), the parasternal short axis (PSA), and the apical angle views (AA) [114]. By varying the orientation of ultrasonic transducer respectively on these different views, sonographers can detect the cardiac structures and their motion status of different cardiac cycle at different anatomical sections from multiple angles, e.g. multiple chamber viewpoints.

In this dissertation, the term ‘view’ corresponds to the macroscopical cardiac tissue in echocardiogram (e.g. parasternal view or apical view) whereby a
transducer is positioned physically at one location for each view. While ‘viewpoint’ means the detailed structure showing in each view position. For example, there are a viewpoint of two chambers and a viewpoint of four chambers in the apical view, where the transducer changes incident angles at the same spot.

![Image](image.png)

Fig 3. 1 The process of echocardiographic imaging. (a) The location of the three primary echocardiographic views on the chest; (b) The planes that the echo beams scan from the transducer; (c) Cross-section drawn along the echo beams; (d) The cardiac structure image/video displaying in the screen.

Concretely speaking, there are three levels sampling the heart in PSA, including the level of the aortic valve, level of the mitral valve and papillary muscles. From the visual point of view, these three levels are called three viewpoints in this research which include parasternal short axis-aortic valve (PSAA), parasternal short axis-mitral valve (PSAM) and parasternal short axis-papillary viewpoint (PSAP). In a similar way, there are four viewpoints for AA, i.e. apical two chambers (A2C), apical three chambers (A3C), apical four chambers (A4C) and apical five chambers (A5C). So, there are altogether eight viewpoints including one parasternal long axis
(PLA) viewpoint. Table 3.1 shows the correlation between three views and corresponding viewpoints. Together, all the videos corresponding to every viewpoint make up the dataset used in the following research, the number detail is stated in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-views</th>
<th>Primary view 1 (AA)</th>
<th>Primary view 2 (PLA)</th>
<th>Primary view 3 (PSA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viewpoint 1: A2C</td>
<td>Viewpoint 5: PLA</td>
<td>Viewpoint 6: PSAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viewpoint 2: A3C</td>
<td></td>
<td>Viewpoint 7: PSAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viewpoint 3: A4C</td>
<td></td>
<td>Viewpoint 8: PSAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viewpoint 4: A5C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Three primary views and eight viewpoints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewpoint</th>
<th>A2C</th>
<th>A3C</th>
<th>A4C</th>
<th>A5C</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>PSAA</th>
<th>PSAB</th>
<th>PSAP</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Eight viewpoints in the dataset

3.2 Datasets

3.2.1 Apical view

For apical view, four viewpoints are detected and displayed according to different chamber structures such as A2C, A3C A4C and A5C. The apical viewpoints are obtained by placing the probe at the point of apical impulse, which is located between the ribs on body chest, as shown in Figure 3.2 (a). The A4C is usually obtained first by the probe indicator (notch) at 3 o’clock (the orientation 1 in Figure
3.2 (b)), and the A5C can be detected by tilting the head of the probe upwards slightly along this direction. By rotating the probe approximately 90 degrees counter clockwise from the A4C position, the A2C can be obtained by the indicator at around 12 to 1 o’clock, as the orientation 2 indicated in Figure 3.2 (b).

The A2C viewpoint is useful to assess the walls motion of the LV, which displays two chambers including left ventricle and left atrium (LA) in this viewpoint, as illustration in Figure 3.3. For LV, anterior wall, inferior wall and apex can be detected. So it is excellent for assessing the motion states of these structures. In addition, Mitral valve (MV) can be viewed between two chambers, and then the motional information can be obtained from this viewpoint.
In actual sampling process, different motion stages can be recorded in the image sequence. In this viewpoint, the LV, LA and MV have different motion stages in two motion phases (the systolic and diastolic processes). The two leaflets of MV are constantly in motion of opening and closing during these two phases of LV. There are some sampled frames from our dataset showing different appearances, stages and image quality of A2C (shown in Figure 3.4).

Fig 3. 3 The standard apical 2 chamber viewpoint. (a) Structural map; (b) Normal structures of A2C, i.e. LV and LA.

In actual sampling process, different motion stages can be recorded in the image sequence. In this viewpoint, the LV, LA and MV have different motion stages in two motion phases (the systolic and diastolic processes). The two leaflets of MV are constantly in motion of opening and closing during these two phases of LV. There are some sampled frames from our dataset showing different appearances, stages and image quality of A2C (shown in Figure 3.4).

Fig 3. 4 Sample frames from some actual images corresponding to A2C viewpoint. The first two rows are in the ventricular systole with the MV in a closed state. The following two rows are in the ventricular diastole with the MV opening.

The A3C viewpoint is often used to assess the contractility of the anterior-lateral and posterior walls (PW). In comparison with A2C, it has an additional chamber to
the viewpoint, i.e. aorta (AO) and aortic valve (AoV), as shown in Figure 3.5. This view shows similar structures to the parasternal long axis except that the LV apex is well visualized and is in the near field. The LV wall segments and views of the aortic and mitral valves are the same as that in A2C.

In Figure 3.6, there are sequential images acquired at this viewpoint sampled from the practical detection. In systole of the heart, the LV filled with blood begins to contract, at the same time the MV closes. The AoV then opens and the blood ejects into the AO from the LV. In diastole, a reverse process takes place.

Fig 3. 5 The standard apical 3 chamber viewpoint. (a) Structural map; (b) Actual structures of A3C including LV, LA and AO.

Fig 3. 6 Sample frames from some actual images corresponding to A3C viewpoint. The first two rows are in the ventricular systole with the MV in a closed state and AoV opening. The following two rows are in the ventricular diastole with the MV opening and AoV closing.
In the standard *A4C viewpoint*, all four major chambers of the heart can be seen as shown in Figure 3.7. In addition to the LV lateral wall, apex and septum typically laid out, the right ventricle (RV), the right atrium (RA) and tricuspid valve (TV) are viewed clearly. In the appropriate orientation, the septum (between LV and RV) lines up vertically near the centre of the screen. The LV and LV apex should be vertically oriented and the LV should be approximately parabolic in shape. Sometimes the LV apex appears round or is off the center in only this view, which can possibly affect recognition. This view is also used to assess RV size and function, atrial size, abnormal intra-atrial and inter-ventricular septal movement, as well as diastolic function. A few institutions have standardized this view in right-left reverse with the left ventricle on the left side of the screen and the right ventricle on the right of the screen. The majority of hospitals otherwise use the conventional way we show as follows. The data of this view in the following is aiming at the general case shown in Figure 3.7(b).

In this viewpoint, ventricle and atrium constitute a kind of motion sequence. The motion of LV and LA synchronizes with that of the RV and RA in a cardiac circle. The MV and TV open simultaneously in cardiac diastole and the blood ejects from

![Fig 3.7 The standard apical 4 chamber viewpoint. (a) Structural map; (b) Actual structures of A4C including LV, LA, RV, RA and septum and valves between these four chambers.](image-url)
atrium to ventricle. Then it closes during the systole. This synchronous process is indicated in Figure 3.8.

![Sample frames from some actual images corresponding to A4C viewpoint.](image1)

The A5C viewpoint differs from the apical 4-chamber view because of the presence of the aortic valve in the centre of the image (shown in Figure 3.9). It is a good window to assess only the aortic valve and left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) and their relations to the interventricular septum (IVS) and mitral valve.

![The standard apical 5 chamber viewpoint.](image2)

The five chambers in this viewpoint encompass four real chambers and the AO structure, as indicated in Figure 3.10. In normal process of diastole and systole, the motion status of the four chambers (LV, LA, RV and RA) has been illustrated. The
difference between A5C and A4C is introducing the movement of AO. The AoV will open when the blood ejected from LV into AO in diastole, and then close in the following cardiac systole. In the actual echocardiogram videos, this viewpoint is one of the most fickle ones because of the cardiac translation and rotation. Sometimes the AO becomes blurry or even disappearing. When it happens, A5C video images look like the ones from A4C viewpoint.

![Sample frames from some actual images corresponding to A5C viewpoint.](image)

3.2.2 Parasternal long axis view

The parasternal long axis view is generally the first view obtained in a routine transthoracic echocardiogram[115]. In the process of detecting, the probe is located next to the sternum, between the 3rd and 5th intercostal spaces. The notch on the probe should face toward the right shoulder and at about 10 o’clock shown in Figure 3.11 (a). By manipulating the tip of the probe (shown in Figure 3.11 (b) and (c)), PLA standard viewpoint can be obtained, as shown in Figure 3.11 (d).
The RV is on the top, close to the probe as indicated in Figure 3.12. The RV dilatation and contractility can be obtained from this viewpoint. The LV should be oriented almost horizontally, where interventricular septum (IVS) and posterior wall (PW) of LV are visualized. In this viewpoint, the leaflets of MV can be displayed clearly as well as aortic valve. So this viewpoint is the best not only for the measurement of the size and walls thickness of the LV but for the observation of the MV motion and the assessment of aortic stenosis. In brief, it is one of the basic viewpoints with significant information in echocardiogram imaging.

![Figure 3.11 Parasternal long axis viewpoint. (a) The transducer location of PLA on the chest; (b) The echo beam slice ripping into the cardiac PLA; (c) The PLA sectorial cross-section drawn; (d) Visual imaging on the screen.](image)

The RV is on the top, close to the probe as indicated in Figure 3.12. The RV dilatation and contractility can be obtained from this viewpoint. The LV should be oriented almost horizontally, where interventricular septum (IVS) and posterior wall (PW) of LV are visualized. In this viewpoint, the leaflets of MV can be displayed clearly as well as aortic valve. So this viewpoint is the best not only for the measurement of the size and walls thickness of the LV but for the observation of the MV motion and the assessment of aortic stenosis. In brief, it is one of the basic viewpoints with significant information in echocardiogram imaging.

![Figure 3.12 The standard parasternal long axis viewpoint. (a) Simulated structural map; (b) Actual structures of PLA. On the base of A4C, there is an additional chamber in the center of image, i.e. the aorta.](image)
Unlike the apical view images, the images of the PLA viewpoint, characterized by the horizontally oriented LV, are not easily confused with the images corresponding to other viewpoints. The variation about the LV and LA in a cardiac circle is mentioned above. The MV and AoV are in the alternation of opening and closing states with the cardiac contraction and relaxation. Figure 3.13 shows some frames sampled from PLA dataset. Although corresponding to the same viewpoint, all of these images reflect different conditions and stages of the moving heart.

![Sample frames from some actual images corresponding to PLA viewpoint. The first row is in the systole with the MV closing, while AoV opening. The following row is in the diastole with the MV opening and the AoV closing.](image)

### 3.2.3 Parasternal short axis view

On the base of PLA, turn the probe clockwise until the notch on the probe oriented at about 2 o’clock (toward the left shoulder of the body), the parasternal short axis view can be obtained (shown in Fig 3.14 (a) and (b)). From this position, three different viewpoints of the LV can be detected by tilting the probe handle up and down. The most basal (level A in Fig 3.14(c)) viewpoint lays out some valves including the AV, pulmonic valve (PV) and TV. Other standard viewpoints correspond to the LV at the mitral valve level and the mid-ventricle level with papillary muscles and the apex, as indicated in Fig 3.14 (c)-level B and C.
Three viewpoints of PSA view encompass parasternal short axis - aorta (PSAA), parasternal short axis - mitral (PSAM) and parasternal short axis - papillary (PSAP). In fact, PSAA viewpoint corresponds to the basal level, therefore sometimes it is expressed as parasternal short axis - basal (PSAB).

![Diagram](image)

Fig 3. 14 Parasternal short axis view. (a) The transducer location of PSA on the chest; (b) The echo beam slice ripping into the cardiac PSA; (c) The PSA cross-section drawn with three levels (A ~C); (d) Visual imaging on the screen.

The parasternal short axis-aorta (PSAA) viewpoint is the most basal short axis view that lays out the 2 atria (LA and RA), 3 valves (TV, AV and pulmonic valve (PV)) and the RV outflow tract (RVOT). The RVOT is on the top of the image near the probe, and the aortic valve is located at the center of the image with three cusps like ‘Y’ shape. The PV is on the right of the image (at 1~2 o’clock), connecting the RV to the main pulmonary artery, while TV is located at 9 o’clock on the left of the image, between the RA and RV. LA is located behind the AV, on the bottom of the image. The structure of this viewpoint is indicated in Figure 3.15. It is a good position to look for a pulmonic regurgitation or stenosis and tricuspid regurgitation, as well as to estimate RV systolic pressure [116].
The parasternal short axis-mitral (PSAM) viewpoint can be obtained by tilting the probe tip downward on the base of PSAA viewpoint. Similar to PSAA, the RV is on the top of the image. In the center of the image, it is MV, which looks like a ‘fish-mouth’ in diastole, the top part is anterior mitral leaflet (AML) which is close to the RV and the bottom one is posterior mitral leaflet (PML), as indicated in Figure 3.16. In the proper state, the LV should be round. But sometimes it is oval. This viewpoint can be used to determine the origin of the regurgitant jet when putting colour Doppler [116].

The parasternal short axis-papillary (PSAP) viewpoint is viewed at mid-ventricle level by tilting the probe tip sequentially away from the basal level, which encompasses a round-shape LV and the papillary muscles (antero-lateral papillary muscle (ALPM) on the right and postero-medical papillary muscle (PMPM) on the left of the image) (shown in Figure 3.17). This viewpoint is important to assess the function of the left ventricle and the contraction of the different walls of the LV.

Fig 3.15 The standard parasternal short axis-aorta viewpoint. (a) Simulated structural map; (b) Actual structures of PSAA with two aorta and three valves.
The actual sample frames corresponding to three primary viewpoints of PSA view are indicated in Figure 3.18. Although image resolution is not ideal, the PSAA viewpoint has obvious characteristics compared with the other two viewpoints. It can reveal the mutual movement among multiple chambers and valves as shown in Figure 3.18 (a).

While in the PSAM and PSAP viewpoints, the LV and RV are mainly displayed. The major difference between the two viewpoints is the structure shown in the LV. In the PSAM viewpoint, it shows the motion stage of the MV with opening and closing as the ‘fish-mouth’ appearance. For the PSAP viewpoint, papillary muscles
can be displayed, which attach to the left ventricular wall with the movement of contraction and relaxation. Figure 3.18 (b) and (c) illustrate some real sample images about the PSAM and PSAP, sometimes they can be confused easily because of the influence of some factors, such as the cardiac translation and rotation, the speckle noise and sonographer experience.

Fig 3.18 Actual sample frames from PSA view. (a) Sample frames from different videos of the PSAA viewpoint; (b) Sample frames from the PSAM viewpoint. The first two images are in cardiac systole, others correspond to diastole with the MV as ‘fish-mouth’ shape; (c) Sample frames from the PSAP viewpoint. The first two images are in cardiac systole, others correspond to cardiac diastole.
4. Methodology

4.1 Overview of the work carried out in this study

This chapter introduces a novel spatial-temporal method for local features in echocardiogram video. The fundamental purpose is to generate local features that exhibit high repeatability and distinctiveness under different echocardiogram viewpoint variations. In view of the good performance of 2D KAZE feature in classifying multi-class viewpoints of echocardiogram video [68], we extend this technology into 3D (2D spatial and 1D temporal) and generate 3D KAZE feature to represent video sequences. In this study, the 3D KAZE feature detection is implemented as shown in Figure 4.1.

![Flowchart of echocardiogram video classification in this study. The red box corresponds to 3D KAZE feature detecting process.](image)
4.2 The spatial-temporal KAZE feature detection

4.2.1 Echocardiogram video pre-processing

The ultrasound videos that we are concerned with come from the original video data exported from clinical detection, which have three colour channels (RGB) corresponding to the hue, saturation and luminance respectively. The area of each video displaying the actual cardiac structural and motional information is referred to as the fan area due to its shape and the scanning principle of the ultrasound transducer. The real size of this fan area in a given ultrasound video depends on the ultrasound machine and its settings. In our work, all the videos have the same resolution. Since the artefacts including the patient’s personal information, diagnostic date and the name of corresponding hospital, can be indicated in the video sequence. It is no use for the subsequent local feature detection. The fan region containing cardiac structures alone is selected and cropped before the following processes. The pre-processing flow is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

![Flowchart](image)

Fig 4.2 Pre-processing flow of original echocardiogram video

In addition, another important pre-processing stage in echo video detection and analysis is removing noise while revealing cardiac structural details clearly. Gaussian filter, which is a group of low-pass filters passing over low frequency components and reducing high-frequency components [117], is one of the most popular filtering technologies to denoise image. In this research, the echocardiogram video sequence can be viewed as a spatial-temporal volume \( v \) to
have variations with various degrees along both spatial and temporal directions. So the spatial-temporal separable Gaussian function [75] is applied to denoise the volume. The filtered volume $L$ is generated by its convolution with the anisotropic Gaussian kernel with independent spatial and temporal variance $(\sigma^2, \tau^2)$:

$$L(x, y, z; \sigma^2, \tau^2) = G(x, y, z; \sigma^2, \tau^2) * v(x, y, z) \quad (4.1)$$

where the spatial-temporal separable Gaussian kernel $G$ is defined as:

$$G(x, y, z; \sigma^2, \tau^2) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^3\sigma^4\tau^2}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2} - \frac{z^2}{2\tau^2} \right) \quad (4.2)$$

Here, the reason we use a separate scale parameter for the spatial and temporal domain blurring is that the spatial and temporal resolution of echocardiogram video sequence are generally independent. In our experiment, on the base of the separability of Gaussian function, the spatial-temporal Gaussian filtering process is completed from three independent dimensional calculations including two spatial directions (horizontal and vertical directions) and one temporal direction. The variances corresponding to spatial and temporal directions are set to be constant $(\sigma_0, \tau_0)$.

### 4.2.2 Computing the conductivity equation of nonlinear diffusion filtering

The Echocardiogram video sequences in our research are space-time frames with 2-dimentional spatial and 1-dimentional temporal information. It can be viewed as a generalized 3D volume by prolonging the 2D spatial domain along the temporal axis. So we can apply multiscale analysis for spatial-temporal sequences the same way as for a 3D volume. As defined in[118], the image multiscale analysis is a family of transforms which change original images (original 3D volume) into a number of simplified images depending on a set of scale parameters. Nonlinear
scale space as a representation of multiscale analysis can make filtering locally adaptive to the image data. Its realization depends on nonlinear diffusion.

Nonlinear diffusion approaches describe the evolution of the luminance of an image through increasing scale levels as the divergence of a certain flow function that controls the diffusion process. This process is realized by using nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). One of the first attempts to derive a model within a PDEs framework is conducted by Perona and Malik [119]. They propose a nonlinear anisotropic diffusion model so as to remove noises and highlight the edge regions based on the traditional heat conduction equation:

\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = div(C(x, y, z, t) \cdot \nabla u) \]

\[ u|_{t=0} = u_0 \]

(4.3)

where \( u_0 \) is the original image, and \( div \) and \( \nabla \) are the divergence and gradient operator respectively. The diffusion coefficient \( C \) can make the filtering adaptive to the local image structure, which depends on the choice of scale parameter \( t \). Increasing \( t \) leads to simpler image representations.

In our research, given an echocardiogram 3D volume \( v : R^2 \times R \rightarrow R \), the diffusion coefficient is chosen to be an appropriate function of the estimate of the gradient [120] :

\[ C(x, y, z, t) = g(\|\nabla G_{\sigma, \tau} * v(x, y, z)\|) \]

(4.4)

Where \( G_{\sigma, \tau} \) is the spatial-temporal separable Gaussian kernel, which is defined as Eq (4.2). According to the property of convolution in Eq. (4.5):

\[ \nabla G_{\sigma, \tau} * v(x, y, z) = G_{\sigma, \tau} * \nabla v(x, y, z) \]

(4.5)
The term in the right side represents the smoothing of the spatial-temporal gradient volume. $g$ is the coefficient function, which has two widely used properties proposed in [119]:

$$g_1(\|\nabla(x, y, z)\|) = \exp \left(-\left(\frac{\|\nabla(x, y, z)\|}{K}\right)^2\right)$$ (4.6)  

$$g_2(\|\nabla(x, y, z)\|) = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{\|\nabla(x, y, z)\|}{K}\right)^2}$$ (4.7)

Where $K$ is the contrast parameter to control the smooth level. For increasing value of $K$, only higher gradients are considered, and the detail will be given in the next section. These two models making the diffusivity has to be such that $g(\|\nabla(x, y, z)\|) \to 0$ when $\|\nabla(x, y, z)\| \to \infty$ and $g(\|\nabla(x, y, z)\|) \to 1$ when $\|\nabla(x, y, z)\| \to 0$. Since the term $\|\nabla G_{\sigma, \tau} \ast v(x, y, z)\|$ meets the conditions, the diffusion coefficient (equation 4.4) makes the diffusion process more stable with respect to noise ([121], [122]). When setting the coefficient function $g$ to be equal to 1, our framework can be viewed as the Gaussian scale space (linear scale space). For most of the voxels, it works like the Gaussian diffusion to remove the noises away. While for the strong edges that correspond to the cardiac structural boundaries, our framework can highlight the boundaries.

4.2.3 Setting the contrast parameter and evolution times of 3D KAZE

4.2.3.1 Setting the contrast parameter

For the echocardiogram image, different viewpoints can present various cardiac structures such as cavities and valves. In ultrasound imaging acquisition, these cavities are indicated corresponding to lower intensity area, while all valves and
atrial septum are grouped between cavities with high intensity. The diastolic and systolic motion states corresponding different cardiac structures can be shown with the change of intensity among the regions. This kind of region is primarily corresponding to the adjacent boundary regions of cardiac structures, which can reflect a large amount of structural and motional information of the heart. So in order to preserve details in these areas as much as possible during smoothing process, the contrast of the image should be considered in choosing the conductivity function of filtering. The contrast parameter $K$ is introduced in [119], which is the difference in the image intensities on the left and right of the boundary, determines which edges have to be enhanced and which ones have to be cancelled. It can be fixed by hand or automatically by means of image gradient.

Alcantarilla et al. [67] obtained the gradient histogram from a smoothed version of the original image and took the 70 percentile of its intensity level as the contrast parameter. It is an empirical result and cannot be applied to all kinds of images. As is well known, standard deviation $\sigma$ and variance $\sigma^2$ can be applied to measure the dispersion in image distribution, which are more preferable as contrast determinant[123]. In order to generate the contrast parameter automatically, we aim to not only capture the dynamic range of grey level but also reflect the distribution of lower and higher intensity area in global fashion of whole echocardiogram videos. In this research, the variance of grey levels $\sigma^2$ is implemented to reflect the distribution of images in echocardiogram video sequence as formulated in Eq. (4.8).

$$\sigma^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{M} P_i (I_i - \bar{I})^2 \quad (4.8)$$

Where $I_i$ and $\bar{I}$ are the actual grey value and the corresponding mean in echocardiogram video, and the probability of the $i_{th}$ grey value can be calculated as $P_i$. $M$ stands for the size of grey levels.
4.2.3.2 Evolution time

The transformation in linear scale space (such as Gaussian smooth) can be viewed as a process of diffusion filtering for a certain time. It is illustrated in some researches ([124], [67]) that Gaussian convolution (linear scale space) with standard deviation $\sigma_0$ (in pixels) is equivalent to filtering the image for some time $t_0 = \sigma_0^2 / 2$ (called evolution time). In the process of building nonlinear space, we apply this conversion to generate a set of evolution times, and consequently obtain scale parameters of nonlinear scale space. The transformation relationship can be shown through the following mapping:

$$t_i = \frac{1}{2} \sigma_i^2, \quad i = \{0 \ldots N\} \quad (4.9)$$

Where $N$ is the scale level, $\sigma_i = \sigma_0 2^{\frac{i}{4}}$, $\sigma_0$ is the base level of the spatial scales (with 1.6 in our experiment). For temporal space, it has the same relationship, i.e. $t_i = \tau_i^2 / 2, \tau_i = \tau_0 2^{\frac{i}{4}}$ ($\tau_0$ is the base level of the temporal scales with 1.6 in our experiment).

4.2.4 Creation of nonlinear scale spaces

In what way that the nonlinear scale diffusion Eq. 4.3 can be solved accurately is the next step to consider. Although there have been a number of proposals introducing numerical schemes for anisotropic diffusion processes, e.g. in [125], [126], [127], [128], probably there are two most popular ways to implement anisotropic diffusion filters which are explicit and semi-implicit schemes [129]. The former is simple, straight-forward, and computationally cheap because only matrix-vector multiplications are required without solving linear or nonlinear system of equations. However, it is conditionally stable and limited to small time steps as stated by Barash et al.[130], Grewening et al. [129], Weickert et al.[131]. They
present the comparison and analysis about these two schemes in details and propose that semi-implicit Additive Operator Splitting (AOS) scheme can conditionally satisfy all the requirements of discrete scale-space and remain absolutely stable.

The discretization of equation 4.3 can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{v^{i+1} - v^i}{\tau} = \sum_{l=1}^{m} C_l(v^i) v^{i+1}
\]

(4.10)

Where \( C_l \) is a matrix that encodes the image conductivities for each dimension, derived from Eq. (4.4). \( m \) is the size of image dimensions (default 3 for video). \( \tau \) is the time step size. The solution \( v^{i+1} \) can be expressed as:

\[
v^{i+1} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{l=1}^{m} (I - m\tau C_l(v^i))^{-1} v^i
\]

(4.11)

In this semi-implicit scheme, it is necessary to solve a linear system of equations, where the system matrix is tridiagonal and diagonally dominant. Such systems can be solved very easily and efficiently by means of the well-known Gaussian elimination algorithm (so-called Thomas algorithm), as applied in [67].

4.3 Feature detection with Hessian saliency measures

For the Hessian saliency detection, the determinant of 3D Hessian matrix is used to measure the saliency of the spatial-temporal volume. The matrix is shown as:

\[
H(\cdot; \sigma, \tau) = \begin{pmatrix}
L_{xx} & L_{xy} & L_{xt} \\
L_{yx} & L_{yy} & L_{yt} \\
L_{tx} & L_{ty} & L_{tt}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(4.12)

The strength of each feature point at a certain scale is given by the determinant of its Hessian matrix \( \det(H) \). By using the scale-normalized spatial-temporal Laplacian [73] localize final feature points in the scale space as local maxima of

\[
S = \sigma^{2p} \tau^{2q} \det(H)
\]

(4.13)
Where \((L_{xx}, L_{yy}, L_{tt})\) are the second-order derivatives of the video sequence \(v\) in the Gaussian scale space. In our research, we calculate it in each nonlinear scale space obtained in Section 4.2, and view these maxima as the candidate feature point \(p'\). Parameters of \((p, q)\) are constants and fixed as \((2, 1)\) in our experiment. \((\sigma, \tau)\) are independent spatial and temporal values in nonlinear scale space as mentioned above. The determinant of the 3D Hessian matrix is computed on each of the spatial and temporal scale respectively, which is the first step to detect features in position space.

In order to ensure the representativeness and stability of the features, we consider that a real feature should have strong response between neighbouring scale spaces as well. Therefore, we introduce a scale-normalized spatial-temporal Laplacian operator \([74]\) to search the saliency in two neighbouring scale spaces based on all candidate points. The operator \(F\) is formulated by

\[
F\left(p', \sigma_i, \tau_i\right) = \sigma_i^2 \tau_i^{1/2} (L_{xx} + L_{yy}) + \sigma_i \tau_i^{3/2} L_{tt} \tag{4.14}
\]

\[
F\left(p', \sigma_i, \tau_i\right) > F\left(p', \sigma_l, \tau_l\right) \quad l \in \{i - 1, i + 1\} \tag{4.15}
\]

The candidate feature point \(p'\), whose Laplacian response \(F(p', \sigma_i, \tau_i)\) meets the condition as Eq. (4.15), can be viewed as a feature point, and the corresponding scale is called characteristic scale.

In addition, for further discarding unreal features caused by noises in echocardiogram video sequence, we propose a coarse-to-fine strategy to discard the unreal feature points in scale spaces and spatial location. In each characteristic scale space, since the gradient magnitude can reflect the boundary information of the cardiac structures. We introduce the gradient magnitude into detecting process. The mean value of the gradient magnitude of the echocardiogram video sequence is
calculated and viewed as the threshold to discard those points whose gradient magnitude is lower than the threshold. This step is called the lower magnitude suppression in our research.

In reality, in real image domain, some spatial-temporal feature points detected as mentioned above are concentrated on a small region with the same characteristics. Therefore, it is little use for representation and classification these regions rather than time-consuming in detection. We search the neighborhood of each feature points and discard those points whose grey level is lower than the variance of original video sequence. The variance is calculated as expressed in Eq. (4.8). This process is called neighborhood suppression. The corresponding results are illustrated in the following chapter.
5. The results of 3D KAZE feature detection

5.1 Pre-processing result

The region of interest (ROI) for every echocardiogram videos in this research is cropped empirically with the size of 341 × 415. Considering the time-consuming factor, the hue and saturation information in echocardiogram video classification are not necessary for cardiac structure detection and are eliminated. Instead, only intensity information is applied for the subsequent calculations. The result of filtering for echocardiogram video sequence is indicated in Figure 5.1.

![Original consecutive video sequence](image1)

**Original consecutive video sequence**

![Gaussian filtered image volume](image2)

**Gaussian filtered image volume**

Fig 5.1 The result of applying spatial-temporal Gaussian filter. The top diagram shows 16 consecutive frames in one of the original echocardiogram videos. The bottom one is the corresponding filtered volume with the variance of (1.6, 1.6).
The variances (1.6, 1.6) corresponding to spatial and temporal direction show good filtering effect in our experiment.

5.2 The conductivity result for echocardiogram video

The experimental result confirms that lower gradient areas in echocardiogram video are blurred, while higher gradient regions (e.g. the boundary area) are reserved when continuously increasing contrast parameter $K$ in computing conductivity equation. This variation trend is indicated in Figure 5.2 (a).

Fig 5. 2 The conductivity results derived from different contrast parameter $K$. 

(a) Coefficient function $g_1$ with different manual settings of contrast parameter

(b) Coefficient function $g_1$ with histogram(left) and standard deviation(right) methods to calculate the contrast

(c) Coefficient function $g_2$ with histogram (left) and standard deviation(right) methods to calculate the contrast
We try to use three methods to determine the value of $K$: manual settings, gradient histogram statistics and the gray level distribution regularities (the variance) respectively. The manual setting method (as shown in Figure 5.2(a)) can provide random values without considering the grey level or gradient of the image (e.g. $k = 0.02, 0.15 ...$), it is fixed and cannot make adaptive adjustment with the different videos. Gradient histogram method (the left with the blue boxes in (b) and (c)) can reflect the magnitude counting of gradient image, it varies with different videos and has some changes when taking different percentiles (e.g. from 70% to 90% in [67]). The variance method in our research (the right side with the red boxes in (b) and (c)) contains the probability statistics and distribution regularities of the grey level in echocardiogram videos. It can be calculated directly from the original video without any parameter settings.

![Image of a 3D space](image)

**Fig 5.3** The spatial-temporal conductivity result using coefficient function $g_1$ with $k=0.0636$

In our experiment, the coefficient function $g_1$ (shown in Eq. (4.6)) is applied to blur the image. Compared with the results in Figure 5.2 (b) and (c), the function $g_1$ promotes high-contrast edges better. From visual perspective, the contrast of the boundary between cardiac structures shown in Figure 5.2 (b) is greater than the
result in Figure 5.2 (c). It is conducive to highlight the edge information in the further detection. For echocardiogram video sequence, the result of spatial-temporal conductivity using coefficient function $g_1$ is shown in Figure 5.3.

5.3 The comparison between linear and nonlinear filtering methods

The nonlinear scale spaces corresponding to evolution time (Eq. (4.9)) is obtained based on Eq. (4.11). In Figure 5.4, the comparison result obtained by using Gaussian and nonlinear diffusion methods is exhibited. With the increasing of the scale, Gaussian filtering makes image blurring significantly including noises and structural details, whereas nonlinear filtering remain more structural information.

Fig 5.4 The filtering comparison between the Gaussian and nonlinear diffusion scale spaces. The first and third rows correspond to Gaussian scale space with increasing standard deviation $\sigma_i$. The second and fourth rows show nonlinear diffusion scale space with the evolution time $t_i$. The relationship between $\sigma_i$ and $t_i$ is stated in Eq. (4.9).
5.4 The result of 3D KAZE feature detection

5.4.1 The detecting algorithm

In order to illustrate the process of 3D KAZE feature detection, we provide an algorithmic description in Figure 5.5. In the actual implementation, the initial values corresponding to the spatial and temporal scales are \( \sigma_0 = 1.6 \), \( \tau_0 = 1.6 \), which shows better results as demonstrated in Figure 5.1. The scale level is \( N = 12 \) in our following experiment settings, which can be changed accordingly.

| Input: original video \( V_0 \), \( \sigma_0 \), \( \tau_0 \), evolution time \( t_i \) (\( i = 1 \) ... \( N \)) |
| Output: feature points \( P \) |
| Build scale space \( V = \{V_1, V_2, ..., V_N\} \) |
| Compute the contrast parameter \( K \) |
| For \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) do |
| 1. Compute conductivity equation \( C \) |
|   • Gaussian convolution: \( V_{i-1} \) to \( G_i \) |
|   • Gradient: \( \nabla G_i \) |
|   • Magnitude calculation: \( \|\nabla G_i\| \) |
|   • Compute conductivity equation \( C \) using Eq. (4.4) |
| 2. Compute nonlinear scale space \( V_i \) using Eq. (4.11) |
| 3. Compute Hessian matrix \( H_i \) |
| 4. Search the local maximum determinant \( P'_i \) of \( H_i \) |
| End |
| Weak feature points’ suppression \( P' \rightarrow P \) |

Fig 5.5 The algorithm of the spatial-temporal KAZE feature points generation.

In addition, we propose lower magnitude and neighborhood suppression strategies to discard less interesting features over all scale spaces. As mentioned above, using Hessian saliency strategy, we can detect a set of candidate feature
points, as shown in Figure 5.6 (a). After suppression processing, many unneeded feature points are discarded especially in local non-boundary regions, e.g. in the LV and LA areas (as shown in Figure 5.6 (b)).

![Fig 5.6 Illustration of spatial-temporal feature points using the Hessian saliency measure and suppression method in multi-scale space. Different color points correspond to different characteristic scales.](image)

**5.4.2 Alternative spatial-temporal feature detecting methods**

In order to compare with other spatial-temporal feature detection method, we introduce two well-known spatial-temporal detecting strategies to search features in the echocardiogram video sequences in our experiments.

**5.4.2.1 Harris3D feature detector**

The detection results are illustrated in Figure 5.7 (a). The feature points detected in different scales are indicated by using different colours. In order to discard the weak points that are far away from the boundaries, we apply the lower magnitude suppression method in our experiment, as shown in Figure 5.7 (b).
5.4.2.2 Gabor feature detector

This method originally works in a single scale. In order to compare with other detection method, we extend to multiple scales as mentioned above. The results for detecting an echocardiogram video sequence are indicated in Figure 5.8 (a). The green points correspond to the beginning levels $(\sigma_0, \tau_0)$, while the yellow and red points are detected in other following scales. Multi-scale detecting has little obvious impact for feature detection in Gabor method. We apply the lower magnitude suppression method to reduce the points beyond the boundaries as shown in Figure 5.8 (b).

Fig 5. 7 Illustration of spatial-temporal feature points using the Harris3D feature detecting method in multi-scale space (shown in different color).

Fig 5. 8 Illustration of spatial-temporal feature points using the Gabor filters in multi-scale space (shown in different color).
5.4.3 The comparison results of detecting strategies

The final feature points for the echocardiogram video sequence are illustrated in Figure 5.9 by using different detecting strategies (corresponding to different rows). All of these results are obtained based on multiple scale spaces. The colour of feature points refers to different scales.

![Feature Points Comparison](image)

Fig5. 9 The comparison of feature points detected by different methods: the determinant of Hessian matrix (second row), Harris 3D (third row), Sparse Gabor (fourth row).

The Hessian saliency measure aims at a rather dense feature point detector [73]. So the feature points are located densely at the cardiac structures (e.g. chamber walls and valves shown in the second row of Figure 5.9). For Harris3D detector, it is based on spatial-temporal extension of Harris corner criterion. True spatial-temporal corner points are relatively rare in our echocardiogram video sequence.
because of its inherent criterion (without considering boundary detection). Gabor method can detect the features densely (as shown in Figure 5.8 (a)). After suppression process, the majority of feature points are discarded. Sparse features that are too sparse can prove troubling in a recognition framework, as observed by Lowe [63]. For echocardiogram video with four cardiac chambers and some valves, all structural details should be reflected through the feature points. So, we apply the determinant of Hessian matrix to detect local maxima in multiple scale spaces of echocardiogram video sequence in our research.

Table 5.1 summarizes the comparison results between our proposed method and other two detectors. In our experiment, the mean number of generated feature points per frame is illustrated. Our method generates nearly 3 times more features than Harris3D and sparse Gabor detector after suppression. Although dense Gabor3D method can detect denser features than our method, all features are located in the whole region widely and uniformly as shown in Figure 5.8(a) without highlighting the structural characters of the heart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detecting method</th>
<th>scale selection</th>
<th>feature set</th>
<th>suppression</th>
<th>mean number per frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harris3D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparse Gabor3D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense Gabor3D</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposed method</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 The comparison using different detecting measures.

5.4.4 The measure of 3D KAZE feature stability
In order to evaluate the detecting method, we measure the stability, i.e. how many spatial-temporal feature points can be detected in both original video sequences and corresponding various geometric and photometric transformations. It can be formulated by

\[
S = \frac{\sum (P_{ori} \cap P_{tra})}{\sum P_{ori}} \times 100\%
\]  

(5.1)

Where \(P_{ori}\) and \(P_{tra}\) correspond to the feature points detected in the original video and its transformation. We compare our detecting method with Harris at multiple scales whereas Gabor3D detectors are extracted at both single and multiple scales. The evaluation dataset includes a set of randomly selected echocardiogram video sequences with artificial transformations such as rotation, noisy, blurring and intensity variance. All parameters about the Harris3D detector are the same with our proposed method including suppression process. For Gabor3D method, we divided into two parts: one is the original detecting method applied in [78](is called dense Gabor detector), another is multi-scale detecting with lower magnitude and neighborhood suppression as mentioned in our proposed method, which is known as sparse Gabor detector in our experiment.

**Effect of Rotation**

We sample randomly some video sequences belonging to different viewpoints and rotate them along the clockwise up to 90 degree (e.g. 5°, 10°, 20°, 40°, 60°, 90°). Comparing the detecting features in before and after rotational video sequences, an average score is computed using Eq. (5.1).

The effect of rotation is shown in Figure 5.10. All the detecting methods show excellent tolerance to rotation. Dense Gabor feature shows better performance than others. Because it filters video from spatial and temporal space and search the
maxima in the filtered images directly. Rotation transformation has relatively little performance impact on the filtering process. While for Harris and our method, the first or second order derivatives should be calculated in detecting process, which leads to the results that can be influenced more or less with the rotation.

**Effect of Noise**

Since it is very easy to generate the noises in ultrasound detecting, we compare the stability evolution of different noise levels in all the detection methods. In our test, the Gaussian white noise with different standard deviations is applied to simulate the noises in echocardiogram videos. Figure 5.11 visualizes the effect of different sampling noise levels in our test dataset. With the increasing level of noise, the cardiac structural details disappear gradually.
The test result with different standard deviations $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$ (from 0.01 to 0.12) is shown in Figure 5.12. The stability score decreases with the noise increasing for all methods. For dense features, our method demonstrates higher robustness than the dense Gabor method.

![Image](image1.png)

Fig 5.11 The 4A viewpoint image with different levels of noise.

![Image](image2.png)

Fig 5.12 The 4A viewpoint image with different levels of noise.

The test result with different standard deviations $\sigma_{\text{noise}}$ (from 0.01 to 0.12) is shown in Figure 5.12. The stability score decreases with the noise increasing for all methods. For dense features, our method demonstrates higher robustness than the dense Gabor method.
In terms of the experimental results, the anti-noise property of undergoing multi-scale filtering is better than single scale filtering result (dense Gabor feature). But the single scale filtering process can still reduce the noise to a certain degree, which might be the reason that its stability score is close to others.

**Blurring**

The cardiac structures are constantly in motion when the ultrasound transducer samples the image of the heart during the detecting period. Except the noise, the image blurring derived from heart motion is another factor to impair the detecting result. In our test as illustrated in Figure 5.13, we blur the echocardiogram video sequence by means of Gaussian smooth kernel with different standard deviations \( \sigma_{blur} \) (from 1.5 to 3.5). With the increasing of the standard deviation, the boundary detail in the echocardiogram image is blurred just like a kind of motion stage caught instantaneously by the ultrasound transducer.

![Blurring Images](image)

Fig 5.13 The blurring image with different levels of Gaussian smooth.
Figure 5.14 presents the change of stability versus blurring level. The dense Gabor method is clearly more sensitive to this kind of transformation. This can be explained by the lack of relative stable discriminative criteria, but merely depend on the filter respond based on spatial and temporal scales respectively. Comparatively speaking, Hessian saliency and Harris methods outperform Gabor method for the feature detecting in the blurring situation.

![Graph showing stability score with increasing Gaussian smooth kernel](image)

Fig 5.14 The stability score with the increasing level of Gaussian smooth kernel.

**Intensity variance**

In the process of ultrasound detecting, the intensity of the echocardiogram image has slight changes owing to different sonographers or ultrasound equipment settings. In order to show the stability of the detected features, we decrease the illuminance in different degrees. Figure 5.15 shows the results for the light changes by using all detecting methods. The results are better than the other changes. All methods have nearly horizontal stability curves, showing high performance of invariance to the intensity variance.
In general, since our method extracts a dense set of features in the echocardiogram video sequence, the total number of features in each randomly sampled sequence is still higher than what is obtained by the other methods except for dense Gabor method. The dense Gabor feature approach is more sensitive to the noise and blurring variances, with feature points spreading over the whole image, which cannot highlight the salient structural features of the heart. For the echocardiogram video recognition, the dense features can represent more information including spatial distribution, texture character and motion details than sparse features. The Harris3D and sparse Gabor methods show good robustness to the rotation and the intensity variance, but the number of features is too sparse to reflect the majority details of the whole echocardiogram video.

5.5 Summary of the feature point detection

In summary, we develop a 3D KAZE method to detect echocardiogram video features. Based on building a nonlinear scale space, we detect feature points roughly by searching the local maximum determinant of Hessian matrix. And then we use a coarse-to-fine strategy to discard the unreal feature points in each scale spaces. In
addition, we compare our method results with Harris corner and Gabor detectors and evaluate the feasibility and stability of our method in some transforming situations for echocardiogram image detection. Experimental results show that 3D KAZE features mostly accurately locate on the cardiac structures of boundaries and can depict echocardiogram features densely, which shows good performance with varying geometric and photometric transformations.
6. Feature descriptor in acceleration field

Recent studies ([82], [85], [96]) have shown that local features and their descriptors have significant impact on the performance of the video recognition. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, many descriptors have been developed to classify different datasets from 2D image to 3D spatial and temporal space. Each descriptor shows good performance in the corresponding research. In our research, we need to consider that how to encode important information of feature points to represent the characters of the whole video properly. But what is the important information in echocardiogram videos and how to represent it is the task to be solved in the following research.

The interesting or important information for echocardiogram video sequence refers to distinguishing features that can reflect the cardiac structural information or the cardiac static appearance as well as motion stage. In this chapter, we focus on proposing a new efficient descriptor to represent motion information of local features and compare it with other motion descriptors. The method should not only be efficient to compute (unlike 3DSIFT and HOG3D with high dimensions), but also reflects the periodic relaxation and contraction of the heart.

6.1 Acceleration field descriptor

As we all know, velocity, as a physical vector can be used to reflect motion status of an object, that are the reasons that optical flow is widely used in action recognition and that hence HOF descriptor becomes popular in encoding the motion information. For an echo video, the motion of the heart is derived from periodic systolic and diastolic functions of myocardium and varies instantaneously in different stages. In a cardiac circle, the myocardium has discriminative stress states
in different structures, which consequently presents different motion states in the echo video. In addition, cardiac motion includes some non-functional movement as well (e.g., translation and rotation). Our aim is to mine the deeper motion information from the stress state to get motion details from cardiac structures.

6.1.1 Acceleration field

Acceleration, in physics, is the rate of change of the velocity, which reflects the stress state of an object. In cardiac circle, the structural motion is caused by the variation of stress state. Firstly, we use the classical Horn-Schunk[90] method to calculate the dense optical flow velocity responses \((v_x, v_y)\). Mathematically, acceleration is defined as the derivative of velocity, which can be approximated by using discrete difference between two sequential frames in optical flow, shown as the formula:

\[
a(x, y, t) = \frac{dv}{dt} = v(x, y, t + 1) - v(x, y, t)
\] (6.1)

Similar as the velocity field, the acceleration field is composed by horizontal and vertical components \((a_x, a_y)\), which is a vector quantity, it has magnitude and direction as formulated by

\[
\text{mag}(x, y) = \sqrt{a_x^2 + a_y^2}
\]

\[
\theta(x, y) = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{a_y}{a_x}\right)
\] (6.2)

We here develop a new descriptor utilising a similar histogram of orientation based method voting with \(\text{mag}\) as in HOG and HOF descriptor. However, instead of using the gradients \((L_x, L_y)\) and velocity \((v_x, v_y)\), we use acceleration \((a_x, a_y)\), which reflects the myocardium stress state. In order to be different from velocity
field, we label Eq. (6.1) as acceleration field. The descriptor can be viewed as the histogram of acceleration (HoA) accordingly.

Figure 6.1 shows the comparison of magnitude images in optical flow field and acceleration field. We sample a part of continuous slices randomly during a cardiac circle in a PSAP echocardiogram video. By enlarging the same area separately in optical flow and acceleration field as demonstrated with blue bounding boxes in each corresponding figure, the difference between two magnitude images can be observed clearly.

We extract the acceleration field on the position of feature points in each slice and illustrate it using the pink line in Figure 6.2. The arrows point to the acceleration direction of the corresponding feature and the length represents the magnitude of...
acceleration. In the systolic period (as shown in the first rows), the myocardium of
the LV intensifies the systolic stress state and the LV cavity gets smaller and smaller.
Accordingly, in the diastolic process, the acceleration field around the LV shows a
centripetal decreasing, as illustrated in the second row of Figure 6.2.

The slices in the bottom show similar changes with the first one. The changing
progress of the LV acceleration field shows the consistence with the stress state of
the myocardium. In our research, the acceleration field is calculated around feature
points detected in Chapter 3 instead of all pixels, which can avoid the influence of
noisy points and improve efficiency.

![Fig 6.2 The acceleration field in the cardiac circle. The first row shows the cardiac systolic
process. The heart starts to relax from the end-systolic in the second row and then begins to a
new round of contraction shown in the last row.](image)

6.1.2 HOA descriptor

The following content explains how to extract HOA (histogram of acceleration)
descriptor to encode motion information. Lowe [132] proposes to subdivide local
neighbourhoods into parts and compute histograms for each of these parts
separately. As different parts are defined in terms of relative position with respect to the centre of local features, the coarse positional information is preserved in the descriptor. This idea is extended for representing motion events in [84,85,86]. For a spatial-temporal sequence, a set of sub-blocks around the features are divided and represented separately by using the histogram-based representations. The final descriptor is formed by combining all histograms of sub-blocks and shows good performance on the problem of recognizing human actions.

In our research, we extend this idea into the HOA descriptor. Based on the acceleration field, the magnitude and orientation around feature points on each slice are computed by Eq. (6.2). The range of orientation is from 0 to $2\pi$, which is divided into $S$ bins equally (i.e. orientated histograms) in our research. For a sub-volume of echocardiogram video, it can be divided into a set of blocks with size of $M_b \times M_b \times N_b$. For each block, the orientated histograms are voted with weighting based on acceleration magnitudes. The final descriptor is formed by concatenating $m \times m \times n$ adjacent block histograms as illustrated in Figure 6.3. Similar to the descriptor in [86], in order to reflect the position correlation, each block can be recorded many times by the neighbouring descriptor except for the block on the borders of the video volume.
6.2 HOA descriptor testing and comparing

In this section, since we introduce our HoA descriptor method into application to echocardiogram video classification, we will compare this approach with a number of existing motion information descriptors.

6.2.1 Normalization of acceleration — relative acceleration

Before any further processing, we perform normalisation of acceleration first. Normalization is very important to the performance. It can normalize the data into a uniform range for further analyzing and comparing. For HoA descriptor, we normalize all orientated histograms of neighbouring blocks with $L_2$-norm when concatenating them into a final descriptor. Let $q$ be the original vector with $N$ dimensions. The normalization vector $q'$ is obtained through:

$$
d = \begin{pmatrix}
h_1 \\
\vdots \\
h_{m^2n}
\end{pmatrix}
$$
\[ q'_i = \frac{q_i}{\|q\|_2} \quad (i = 1 \ldots N) \] (6.3)

It is confirmed experimentally that normalization can improve the classification accuracy slightly, which is shown in Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normalization</th>
<th>A2C</th>
<th>A3C</th>
<th>A4C</th>
<th>A5C</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>PSAA</th>
<th>PSAM</th>
<th>PSAP</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>89.7%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 The classification accuracy comparison of before and after normalization

6.2.2 Determination of 3D sub-block information

There are three parameters that can be used to adjust the complexity of our descriptor: the number of orientations \( S \) in the histograms, and the number of blocks \( (m \times m \times n) \) i.e. \( m \) by \( m \) blocks in the spatial domain and \( n \) blocks in the temporal domain) for one descriptor and the size of each block \( (M_b \times M_b \times N_b) \). Hence the dimension of the resulting descriptor vector is \( S \times m \times m \times n \).

In our case, we use \( S \) bins \( (S = \{4, 8, 16, 24, 32\}) \) to represent the oriented histogram respectively and \( 3 \times 3 \times 2, \ 2 \times 2 \times 2, \ 4 \times 4 \times 2 \) blocks in the spatial and temporal domains for the descriptor. Figure 6.4 shows the efficiency of different parameters in generating the descriptor. Because the dimension increases with the increase of the number of oriented bins, the efficiency of generating the descriptor decreases correspondingly. Figure 6.5 illustrates the accuracy comparison of three block settings with eight oriented histograms in echocardiogram viewpoints classification. We evaluate the accuracy and efficiency trade-off for different parameter pairs and use 8 oriented histograms and \( 4 \times 4 \times 2 \)
blocks to form a 256-dimensions ($8$ orientations $\times$ 32 blocks) descriptor in our following implementations.

Based on the settings as mentioned above, each echocardiogram video can be represented by a set of descriptors. For a video with the size of $341$ pixels $\times$ $415$ pixels $\times$ $26$ frames in our dataset, the number of descriptors varies with the size of block ($M_b \times M_b \times N_b$). The smaller the size is, the larger the number of
descriptors is. Table 6.2 shows the effect of the block size on the mean average precision (mAP) of the echocardiogram viewpoints classification. For each viewpoint in our dataset, the classification accuracy is different by changing the block size, which is illustrated in Figure 6.6. Considering the accuracy of all viewpoints recognition, we use the size of $12 \times 12 \times 6$ as the block size in our experiment. So each echocardiogram video can be represented into a final vector with the size of 2325 descriptor$\times$256 dimension. The different block sizes and corresponding characteristics are illustrated in Table 6.2.

![Fig 6. 6 The accuracy comparison of 8 echocardiogram viewpoints based on different block size settings.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>histogram</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>block count per descriptor</td>
<td>4$\times$4$\times$2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>descriptor dimensionality</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block size</td>
<td>6$\times$6$\times$3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>descriptor count per video</td>
<td>24486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean AP</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 The comparison of different sizes of block. The last row shows the mean average precision in echocardiogram video classification corresponding to different block sizes in the fourth row.
6.2.3 The comparison with other descriptors

Table 6.3 shows the comparison of HOA descriptor with other descriptors. In our implementation, the spatial gradient descriptor (HOG and 3DSIFT) and the motion information descriptor (HOF and MBH) are applied to encode the echocardiogram video as well. We give results obtained from each descriptor separately, but also for possible combination between HOG and HOF descriptors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>descriptor</th>
<th>spatial gradient descriptors</th>
<th>motional information descriptors</th>
<th>combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOG</td>
<td>3DSIFT</td>
<td>MBH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mAP (%)</td>
<td>85.65</td>
<td>84.72</td>
<td>83.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3 The comparison with other descriptors in echocardiogram classification.

For HOG, HOF and MBH descriptors, we use the method introduced in [86] to implement. But the difference is about the descriptor extraction. Uijlings et al formulate the gradient and dense optical flow at a sampling rate of the entire image region. In our implementation, we extract the gradient and motion information in the neighborhood around the local features based on our feature detector. Since all the extracted descriptors correspond to a set of specific characters or structures instead of distributing in the whole image domain uniformly. It can not only reduce the influence of the noise but also highlight the feature characteristics. The parameters about the block and histogram are the same as HOA descriptor settings. Accordingly, the video is represented into a final vector with the size of 2325×256. In addition, for HOG/HOF descriptor, 4-bin oriented gradient histograms and 4-bin oriented optical flow histograms are computed and concatenated to form the final vector.
We can observe from Table 6.3 that our proposed descriptor, i.e. using the acceleration field around the feature points to describe the motion information, outperforms the histogram of optical flow by 1% and motion boundary histograms by 3% for the recognition of echocardiogram videos. Compared with spatial gradient descriptors, it shows better performance as well. The detailed results for eight viewpoints classification are illustrated in Figure 6.7.
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Fig 6.7 The accuracy comparison of different descriptors on the 8 viewpoints classification of echocardiogram video

### 6.3 Discussion of descriptors

For spatial gradient descriptor, HOG shows better performance than 3DSIFT as a whole. This can be explained by the fact that the resolution between spatial and temporal domain is different, which results in a certain degree of errors when calculating the magnitude and orientation of 3DSIFT descriptor.

For motional information descriptors, all of them are based on the optical flow \((v_x, v_y)\). The motion boundary histogram (MBH) description separates the optical flow field into \(x\) and \(y\) components and computes HOG descriptor separately. Since it represents the gradient of the optical flow, constant motion information can be suppressed. Actually, for the echocardiogram video, all structures are in motion
including functional (systolic and diastolic motion) and non-functional movements (caused by structure traction and breathing). It changes constantly in the whole cardiac circle instead of constant motion like camera movement in human action scene in [82]. So MBH cannot play a significant role in the echocardiogram video recognition. HOF descriptor shows better performance than MBH in the echocardiogram video classification. It reflects instantaneous motion state by calculating the velocity of the cardiac structures.

Unlike HOF descriptor, HOA descriptor reflects the motion state by recording the changing of velocity. Furthermore, according to Newton’s Second Law, acceleration field can embody the stress state of the corresponding cardiac structures. Figure 6.8 shows the acceleration and velocity fields on one of the slides in the cardiac systolic process. The region inside the blue bounding boxes corresponds to the cardiac RV (right ventricle). It contracts synchronously with the LV. The myocardium systolic trend of RV in acceleration field is more prominent than that in the velocity field.

![Acceleration and Velocity Fields](image)

Fig 6.8 The illustration of acceleration and velocity field in a slide during the cardiac contraction period.
Among eight cardiac viewpoints, the classification accuracy of A5C viewpoint is lower than others (as shown in Figure 6.7). It can be explained that the silhouette of aortic root (AO) surrounded by four chambers is not obvious. The motion state of aortic valve (AV) cannot be captured easily and clearly because of its dim moving in comparison with other parts of structural motions, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. In addition, its shape has great similarity with A4C, which can be shown in Section 3.2.1 at the introduction of A4C and A5C.

Fig 6. 9 The motion state of AV in four consecutive slides of an A5C video. The blue circle area corresponds to cardiac aortic root and aortic valve.

6.4 Summary of HOA descriptor

This chapter proposes a novel descriptor based on the acceleration field and evaluates its performance based on viewpoint recognition in echocardiogram videos. We analyze the feasibility of HOA based on the accuracy of classification of different viewpoints from two different perspectives (i.e. the variation of velocity and cardiac stress state) and analyze the cause of low accuracy of some viewpoint recognition. In addition, we compare HOA descriptor with other popular descriptors including spatial descriptors, motional information descriptors and the combination of both in echocardiogram classification. Finally, the experiment shows that the proposed descriptor has better performance for the echocardiogram video classification.
7. Echo Classification based on 2D and 3D KAZE feature points

The classification procedure in this study employs a) feature detection using KAZA (section 4); b) feature description based on acceleration field (section 6); c) encoding features using Fisher Vector approach, and d) classification using SVM. In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of different feature representations (including Fisher vector and Bag-of-Word) and classification strategies when using SVM to recognize echocardiogram videos.

7.1 Video representation

A video can be represented by a set of feature descriptors after features are detected and described. This kind of feature descriptor derived from original video sequences can be viewed as low-level features. It is likely to contain a large number of redundant information and causes time-consuming in the subsequent training process. In order to improve the robustness of feature expression and be suitable for classification, feature descriptors should be encoded into higher level of discriminative presentation. Therefore, encoding feature is necessary to convert descriptor into another kind of vector when classifying.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, Bag of Words is the most popular method for encoding features. Fisher vector (FV), as an extension of BOW, is confirmed recently to bring large improvements in terms of accuracy for image classification ([133], [93], [134], [135]). In our implementation, we encode descriptors using FV and BoW respectively.

7.1.1 Fisher vector

FV encoding assumes that descriptors are generated by a GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) model with diagonal covariance matrices. The GMM model of $K$ Gaussians,
which can be viewed as ‘codebook’, is first obtained from a training set. Once the Gaussian model \((\omega_i, \mu_i, \sigma_i)\) is learned, the FV representation \((U^{X}_{\mu,i}, V^{X}_{\mu,i})\) can be obtained. It aggregates much raw information (described in each descriptor \(x_t\)) into a high dimensional vector and encodes some additional distribution information of the Gaussian distribution (e.g. mean \(\mu_i\) and standard deviation \(\sigma_i\)). So it has been reported to consistently improve the performance in the image classification.

In the training stage, we sample \(N\) HOA feature descriptors in all the datasets to generate the GMM model \((\omega_i, \mu_i, \sigma_i)\). In our experiments, we use VLFeat library \[136\] to implement Fisher vector encoding.

In order to evaluate the parameter settings, i.e. the number of sampled descriptors \(N\) and the size of the codebook \(K\), we set \(K\) from 16 to 512 and \(N\) from 40\(k\) to 160\(k\). The results are illustrated in Figure 7.1.

![Figure 7.1](image)

Fig 7.1 Performance of classification with the variance of the number of sampled descriptors \(N\) and the code words \(K\).

It is clearly showing that the number of sampled descriptors \(N\) in FV representation has little effect on the classification performance. While the variance of the size of codebook shows obvious influence. In our experiment, we consider
the accuracy and efficiency trade-off and fix the number of sampled descriptors to \( N = 80k \) and the codebook size to \( K = 128 \).

### 7.1.2 Bag-of-features approach

In our research, a standard BoW baseline, which can be viewed as hard assignment, is applied to encode features. It is the classical way of transforming a set of local visual descriptors into a single fixed-length vector by using a k-means visual vocabulary (codebook) and assigning local descriptors to the nearest cluster, which can be illustrated in Figure 7.2.

![Diagram of k-means clustering for echocardiogram video classification](image)

**Fig 7.2** The illustration of k-means clustering for echocardiogram video classification. Original video is detected and described into a set of \( D \)-dimensional feature descriptors, which is the raw feature representation. And then by using k-means clustering, feature descriptors are transformed into a k-dimensional histogram vector. Finally, all of the echocardiogram videos are represented into a histogram matrix. Rows of the matrix correspond to \( k \) clusterings and columns correspond to the number of videos.

In order to add some spatial information in the BoW encoding method, we use a standard BoW approach with the following modifications. First, instead of hard assigning each local feature to its nearest clustering centre, soft assignment to the nearest \( n \) centres used by Chen Sun et al. [137] is applied to increase clustering information in the \( K \)-bin histogram. Next, we use spatial-temporal pyramid to encode spatial and temporal structures. As illustrated in Figure 7.3, we apply the spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) as described in [78] to divide each
echocardiogram video into a set of sub-volumes. The K–bin histograms for all sub-volumes are computed and then concatenated into a final spatial-temporal vector.

Additionally, another method for constructing visual dictionary is Sparse coding (SC) [98], which models feature vector as a sparse linear combination of a set of basic elements (also called dictionary). The number of basic elements can be defined artificially. As similar to k-means, we use spatial pyramid to divide each video. For each feature descriptor in corresponding sub-volume, a set of sparse codes are generated followed by the max pooling and then concatenated into the final vector. The coding process is depicted in Figure 7.4.

![Diagram of sparse coding process](image)

Fig 7.4 The pipeline of sparse coding. We divided echocardiogram video into a set of sub-volumes. For each feature descriptor in corresponding sub-volume, a set of sparse codes are generated followed by the max pooling. The representations for each sub-volume are concatenated into the final vector of the video.
7.1.3 The comparison of FV and BoW

The basic idea of both FV and BoW is to transfer feature set into a fixed dimension vector, from which the distribution in the original feature space can be reconstructed approximately. In this section, we compare the FV to the BoW (using k-means and sparse coding methods to generate codebook respectively). In training stage, 80k feature descriptors are randomly sampled from all features in our video datasets.

Based on experimental results, we set codebook size as $K = 256$ for k-means and 1024 for sparse coding. In k-means, the number of nearest centers is set with $n = 10$. A video is divided into 12 sub-volumes as illustrated in Figure 7.3 (with 3 sub-volumes in y direction, 2 along x direction and 6 sub-volumes from both x and y directions, as well as one original volume). The final representation has 3072 ($256 \times 12$) dimensions and is $l_2$-normalized. For sparse coding, the codebook with the size of 1024 shows better performance in our experiments. In coding stage, the final vector is of 12288 ($1024 \times 12$) dimensions.

Figure 7.5 presents the performance of comparison of feature encoding approaches between FV and BoW. On the base of the same size of the codebook, the Fisher vector shows better performance than BoW approach, e.g. for $K = 128$ (the default setting of FV encoding in our experiments), FV improves around 4% performance than BoW with sparse coding, above 20% than standard BoW and 2.3% than modified BoW. This result is consistent with the report in [93] on image classification. In addition, we note that our modified BoW improves the performance significantly comparing with standard BoW method.

Additionally, we consider combining FV with the Spatial Pyramid to highlight the spatial distribution information of features, as reported in [93,104]. Being similar to the modified BoW, we use a very coarse spatial pyramid to divide each
echocardiogram video into 6 sub-volumes: one FV for the whole image, three FV in y direction corresponding to the top, middle and bottom regions of the image, and two FV in x direction corresponding to the left and right regions respectively, which is illustrated in Figure 7.3. The final vector is obtained by concatenating all representations of sub-volumes. The main challenge is that the high dimensionality is expensive in classification process even by using linear SVM. Considering the accuracy and efficiency of trade-off, we decrease the number of Gaussians K from 128 to 32. Accordingly, the final FV representation becomes $12D_K (6 \times 2 \times 256 \times 32 = 98304)$ dimensional. The final classification results are illustrated in Table 7.4. Fisher Vector is the default representation method in our experiments unless noted otherwise.

![Comparison of performance by using different encoding methods in echocardiogram video classification.](image)

Fig 7.5 Comparison of performance by using different encoding methods in echocardiogram video classification. For BoW, we use k-means and sparse coding (sc) methods respectively to generate codebook. When using k-means, BoW1 corresponds to the standard baseline, while BoW2 corresponds to the modified method.

### 7.2 Multi-class SVM

Support Vector Machines (SVM) with different kernel functions is originally designed for binary classification. In our research, all classification results are
derived from SVM. It includes two processes: training and testing. The classifier generated from training data is applied to classify testing data into corresponding classes.

7.2.1 one-versus-one vs. one-versus-all

SVM can be applied to multi-class classification as well by decomposing the multi-class problem into a set of two-class problems. There are two popular decomposition methods: one-versus-one (OVO) and one-versus-all (OVA). For n classes, in one-versus-one method, $n(n-1)/2$ classifiers are trained with data from any two of all classes. The prediction for each tested video is implemented according to the maximum voting, where each SVM votes for one class. While $n$ SVM classifiers are constructed in one-versus-all method. In the training process, the $i$th class is set with positive label, while others with negative label. Each SVM is trained to distinguish the data of one class from all the remaining classes. And then, the tested video belongs to the class with the greatest probability.

Which one has better performance in classification has no unified conclusion. The one-versus-one strategy is substantially faster than one-versus-all method[138], which is confirmed from our experiment results (as shown in Table 7.1). OVO shows better recognition performance in[139,140], while [141,142] report that OVA performs better in action recognition, even on large scale datasets as well. Which is more suitable for echocardiogram video classification, there is no report for this question so far yet.
In our experiment, we use multiclass SVM with OVO and OVA strategies separately to classify echocardiogram videos based on the same parameters and compare the performance from the accuracy of classification. The detailed comparison between two strategies is shown in Table 7.1. Our experiments show slightly better recognition accuracies when using OVA on our histogram of acceleration descriptors in echocardiogram video classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>Mean accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Seconds per video (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear kernel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVO</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF kernel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVO</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 The comparison of performance using different SVM strategies to classify echocardiogram videos.

**7.2.2 Different kernels in SVM**

Because different kernel functions have different effects for classification results, we study the influence on echocardiogram video classification from two kernels: linear kernel and Gaussian kernel (RBF). For its implementation, we adopt LIBSVM [140] package with the default parameter settings. According to Table 7.1, both kernels provide good accuracy in classifying. But for efficiency, RBF kernel is more time-consuming than linear kernel. Considering the accuracy and efficiency, we use linear multiclass SVM with one-versus-all strategy in our research.

**7.3. Classification of echocardiogram videos**
In this Section, we are focus on experiments of echocardiogram video classification. We divide our experiments into two groups: 2D space domain and 3D spatial-temporal domain. For 2D space domain, we extract features (including 2D KAZE and 2D sift features) frame by frame and encode them into Fisher vector before using linear multiclass SVM to classify. About spatial-temporal domain, the experiments are implemented according to several cases shown in Section 7.3.2.

In our experiments, the dataset consists of eight classes including 432 videos altogether. The detailed information about the dataset is illustrated in Chapter 3. The framework of echocardiogram video classification is exhibited in Figure 7.6.

Fig 7.6 The pipeline of echocardiogram video classification. It mainly includes two stages: training and testing. In training process, codebook can be generated using random training samples. For testing stage, it mainly includes five steps.
In the implementation, unless stated otherwise, all the results, as well as those mentioned above, are reported with FV encoding as well as linear multi-class SVM with one-versus-all strategy. Additionally, we compare our methods with other state-of-the-art in echocardiogram classification.

7.3.1 Echocardiogram image classification in 2D space domain

In our experiment, we introduce 2D SIFT and 2DKAZE technologies separately into echocardiogram classification. A set of SIFT and KAZE features are detected frame by frame as shown in Figure 2.7. For feature representation, Fisher vector is applied to encode all of features. We use VLFeat library [136] and KAZE code package [143] to extract SIFT features and KAZE features respectively with the corresponding default parameter settings. The confusion matrix for our dataset can be illustrated in Figures 7.7 and 7.8.

![Confusion Matrix](image)

Fig 7.7 The confusion matrix of 8 echocardiogram viewpoints classification using 2DSIFT detecting method. The average accuracy is about 83.8%.
7.3.2 Echocardiogram video classification in spatial-temporal space

Based on spatial-temporal space classification, we divide experiments into the following situations: 2D KAZE detector combining with the histogram of optical flow, dense optical flow detecting, Cubiod detector with 3D SIFT [78] and 3D KAZE detector with HOA. For encoding features, they are all represented using Fisher vector with $K = 128$.

Since optical flow is the most popular method for describing temporal information in action recognition. In our experiment, firstly we consider to combine optical flow with 2D KAZE feature detecting to depict echocardiogram features. We then calculate the optical flow around the detected feature points and describe it using histogram method as discussed in Section 6.2.3. In addition, the dense optical flow is applied directly to reflect cardiac motion information without
considering KAZE features. The confusion matrices using these two methods to classify echocardiogram videos are illustrated in Figure 7.9 and 7.10 respectively.

Fig 7.9 The confusion matrix of 8 echocardiogram viewpoints classification using 2D KAZE feature detection combining with optical flow method. The average accuracy is about 84.3%.

Fig 7.10 The confusion matrix of 8 echocardiogram viewpoints classification using dense optical flow to describe cardiac motion information. The average accuracy is about 79.4%.
In addition, we use the method as mentioned in [78] to implement classification on our dataset, i.e. Cuboid detector and 3DSIFT descriptor are applied to represent original features of echocardiogram videos. BoW with default parameters is adopted to transform the features into final vector. Training and testing processes are the same with our method. In terms of our method, based on 3D KAZE feature detector and histogram of acceleration descriptor, we encode features using Fisher vector as depicted in Section 7.1. The confusion matrixes for echocardiogram videos classification are obtained and stated separately in Figure 7.11 to 7.12.

![Confusion Matrix](image)

Fig 7.11 Confusion matrix using the method in [78]. The average accuracy is about 73.8%.
Table 7.2 shows the results of all classification strategies in our experiments. All the results are derived from the same echocardiogram videos dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Average accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2D space domain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D KAZE</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D SIFT</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial-temporal domain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D KAZE + Optical flow</td>
<td>84.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense Optical flow</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubioid detector + 3D SIFT</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D KAZE detector + HOA</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2 The illustration of classification results using different methods to implement. All the experiments are based on the same dataset.

7.3.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

For echocardiogram video classification, there are many state-of-the-art methods reporting good results. In our method, we extract features by using 3D KAZE
detector and describe these features by applying histogram of acceleration descriptors (HOA). Then, all of the features are encoded into a fixed-length vector to represent corresponding echocardiogram video. Finally, on the base of multi-class SVM classifier, all of the tested videos are classified into corresponding classes. In our experiments, the feature descriptors are fixed with 256-dimensional. The GMMs with $K = 128$ are trained by using $80k$ sampled feature descriptors. Additionally, we use k-means and sparse coding methods respectively to generate codebook as well and combine with spatial pyramid (SP) to add geometric information in the final representations. From the experiment, we apply 256 codewords for k-means and 1024 for sparse coding when generating codebook, and use the same sampled features as done in FV for training. Due to the small dataset in our dataset, we learn linear multi-class SVM by employing the leave-one-out cross validation methodology, i.e. when testing a video clip, the entire dataset exclude test video is used for SVM training.

In addition, our method is also tested on four primary viewpoints including A2C, A4C, PLA and PSA (parasternal short axis including PSAA, PSAM and PSAP). All of these viewpoints are frequently classified in the literature [112, 34, 36, 108, 105, 35]. Table 7.3 shows the results based on Fisher vector representing. A total of these four classes are 346 videos (as stated in Section 2.4). All the classified processes and parameter settings are the same with that in eight viewpoints classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Truth (346)</th>
<th>A2C</th>
<th>A4C</th>
<th>PLA</th>
<th>PSA</th>
<th>Accuracy rate(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2C</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3 Confusion matrix for 4 primary viewpoints of echocardiogram.
Table 7.4 shows the comparison results with other state-of-the-art methods in echocardiogram image or video classification. Note that the mean accuracy of each method is obtained from the corresponding literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>The number of classes</th>
<th>Mean accuracy(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balaji et al. [2014]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>94.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebadollahi et al. [2004]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otey et al. [2006]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>92.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aschkenasy et al. [2006]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hui W. et al. [2013]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>98.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park et al. [2007]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. [2006]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy et al. [2008]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>97.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarwal D. et al. [2013]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balaji et al. [2015]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar, R. et al. [2009]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>98.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beymer et al. [2008]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>87.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. Qian et al. [2013]</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>90.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4 Comparison of average accuracy with state-of-the-art methods in the literature. Those marked with * in our method are modified methods by combining with spatial pyramid technology during encoding. We use k-means and sparse coding methods respectively to generate the codebook in BoW, which is illustrated in corresponding subscripts.

7.4 Discussion and Future work

For the feature representation, there are some differences between BoW and FV. The standard BoW uses a hard quantization of feature space by k-means, where all clusters have the same importance and are described by its centroid only. Each
feature corresponds to one closest clustering centre, which leads to inadequate information represented in histograms. It can be confirmed clearly from the low performance in classification. Modified BoW can help to capture more information, which improves the classification performance significantly. FV shows a little better performance than the modification BoW. Since GMM is the generative model for local features in FV, it incorporates more feature information, e.g. mean and standard deviation, in encoding local descriptors (as shown in Appendix A.1). In addition, Fisher vector combining with spatial pyramid technology can obtain good result in our experiment but non-distinctive and expensive in the following classification when dimensions are increasing. This could be caused by the fact that we decrease the size of Gaussians from 128 to 32 for the efficiency. For the efficiency and accuracy of trade-off, we will not consider other models of spatial pyramid in Fisher vector representation. However, this assumption will constitute one component of our future work.

It is very difficult to conclude which one is better between one-versus-one and one-versus-all strategies when using SVM. In our experiment, the latter shows slightly better performance in echocardiogram video classification, however it is more time-consuming than the former. According to the analysis by [138], each approach is better suited for each specific group of tasks and types of images. For problems with few classes, like our eight cardiac viewpoints, the one-versus-all appears to be more accurate. While one-versus-one strategy is more suitable for a very large number of classes, the large number of the size of training dataset will lead large number of trainings and longer processing time. In our research, because the dataset is in a small number (432), one-versus-all is viewed as the preferred method.
For the choice of kernel function, our experiment result confirms that linear kernel can be applied to classify echocardiogram videos. It shows better performance on the accuracy and efficiency than RBF. This could be due to the fact that we implement SVM classification with RBF kernel based on the default parameter settings. It is possible that RBF kernel can provide better accuracy in classification through exploring numerous trials for parameter settings, which will be part of future work.

In our experiments, we use one-versus-all strategy to implement the classification. In practical terms, one echo video is the testing data, all the remaining echo videos are the training data. By using the classifiers trained using training data, the tested video is labeled to the corresponding class with the greatest probability. After all the echo video are classified by repeating this process, we start to a new round of training and testing until the end of the loop. In our experiment, the default value of loop is ten, which can be changed manually. The classification result is derived from ten times averaging with less than two percent difference of precision between two loops. All the classification results (as show in Table 7.2) are obtained separately with the same process as mentioned above. We will calculate the standard deviation of the classification result so as to further compare and evaluate.

7.5 Summary of proposed classification method

In this chapter, we focus on the implementation of classifications for echocardiogram videos. Based on the same dataset collection, we adopt different methods to recognize echocardiogram videos. Firstly, it is experimentally confirmed that KAZE method shows better performance in echocardiogram recognition than SIFT method in 2D spatial domain. Additionally, with regard to
spatial-temporal space methods, the combination of 3D KAZE detector with histogram of acceleration provides higher average accuracy than the others.

However, the 3D form of either KAZE or SIFT does not provide better classification accuracy rates as expected. For example, 2D KAZE method achieves 89.4% mean accuracy, which is 1.5% better than 3D KAZE method. It is highly possible that we didn’t align our datasets, i.e. to align them to start at the same phase of a cardiac cycle as applied in many other existed publications. The advantage of this way is that the method developed can be employed to any echo videos without the need of extra ECG data. Smaller dataset is another factor. For 2D KAZE method, there are a lot of slides, while only 432 videos for 3D KAZE. In addition, we only sample one cardiac cycle, which leads to the lack of temporal information during detecting features. Therefore another future work is to align these data automatically without ECG data.

Comparison with other state-of-the-art, our method shows better performance in both four and eight viewpoints classification of echocardiogram videos.
8. Conclusion and future recommendations

This dissertation has described an echocardiogram video recognition method based on 3D KAZE detector and HOA descriptor. To conclude our work, we summarize our key contributions and discuss conclusions from our implementations in Section 8.1. Based on these conclusions, we then indicate a number of directions for future researches in the Section 8.2.

8.1 Conclusion

Our method demonstrates better performance for multiple viewpoints classification of echocardiogram video as shown in Table 7.4. After comparison, our approach shows promising results based on our dataset. In addition, it need to be improved to promote the echo classification precision in future work. The procedure in our research includes four stages: detecting and describing spatial-temporal features through an integrated echocardiogram video, encoding these features, finally classifying the videos into corresponding cardiac structure groups. According to these stages, we have proposed solutions to address these challenges with the following key contributions:

3D KAZE detector. We have presented a novel spatial-temporal feature detecting method, called 3D KAZE feature, which is an extension of 2D KAZE feature detector in the application of echocardiogram video classification. In practical implementation, we create a set of non-linear scale spaces and make blurring locally adaptive to the image data so that noise level can be reduced, while maintaining details and edges. It also highlights some boundary features and makes feature points more distinguishable because of the reducing of the influence of noises with little gradient changes. This detecting process can make the description of oriented histograms of image gradient (HOG) feasible for echocardiogram images, since the
scale invariant features (SIFT) as well as oriented histograms of image gradient description are ineffectual for echocardiogram images because of noisy gradients. In our evaluations as shown in Table 4.3, HOG descriptor delivers good performance in echocardiogram video classification.

**HOA descriptor.** Our second contribution is a local descriptor based on the histograms of acceleration fields where we evaluate for the task of echocardiogram video recognition. We analyze the cardiac acceleration field from the points of motion and myocardial stress, and then introduce it into feature description to reflect motion and the stress state of the heart. We divide the video into a set of sub-volumes and compute the histogram of acceleration for each sub-volume. The final descriptor is formed by concatenating all descriptors of sub-volumes. In this way, it is more reliable to recognize cardiac structures, as confirmed from our experimental results. In direct comparison with some current state-of-the-art descriptors, our approach shows better performance.

**Feature representation.** We compare and evaluate two popular encoding methods including Fisher vector and BoW for echocardiogram video representation. For BoW with k-means clustering, we adopt several nearest centers to cluster each feature instead of using one clustering center and spatial-temporal pyramid to highlight cardiac geometric structures. All of these modifications in our experiments improve the performance significantly comparing with the standard BoW. About Fisher vector, it shows better performance than modified BoW for echocardiogram video classification. Parameters in both methods are evaluated and optimized. In addition, we make an evaluation with the combination of FV with the Spatial Pyramid to reflect the spatial distribution information of features although the result does not indicate the improvement considerably. Considering the
efficiency and accuracy, we come to the conclusions for echocardiogram feature representations:

- For smaller number of Gaussian models applied to the creation of Fisher vector and code words size for BoW, Fisher vector outperforms BoW in echocardiogram video classification;
- With the sizes of both Gaussian models and code words increasing, modified BoW is more suitable than Fisher vector, because higher dimensional Fisher vector is time-consuming for the subsequent classification.

Classification. For multi-class SVM, we experimentally show that one-versus-all strategy outperforms one-versus-one strategy slightly on the classification accuracy, but without the superiority on the training efficiency. In the case of fewer classes and less training samples, such as our collection of datasets with eight classes and 432 videos, the former strategy can be applied to improve the performance of classification. As for the choice of kernel function in SVM, the experiment shows that linear kernel is less preferable than RBF (radial basis function) kernel on the accuracy and efficiency for the classification.

8.2 Future work

Although our method is focusing on the classification of echocardiogram videos, it could also applicable for the localization of cardiac structures, motion tracking and functional motion detection, etc. In the future, we would like to extend to the following applications and improvements:

Extension to more cardiac viewpoints classification. Our research has shown near 100% performance in 3 primary locations. In the future this accuracy will be
further improved for 8 viewpoints of echocardiogram video. Toward this end, we will collect more samples. In addition, with the availability of ECG data in the future collection, the alignment of time scale can be achieved, which can indicate the starting phase of a heartbeat cycle. It is very helpful for keeping all detection and description at the same stage of cardiac cycle, which consequently improves spatial and temporal correlations between different videos. So it can make further improvement on the accuracy, especially for even more viewpoint classification of echocardiogram videos.

**Improvement on descriptors.** Although HOA descriptor shows excellent results for echo video recognition, there are still rooms for improvement. One possible improvement is the evaluation of using state-of-the-art methods for calculation of velocity, which can improve the precision of acceleration field. In addition, motion model can also be described using local feature trajectories. Since trajectories follow local movements over time, they can offer more principled motion modeling. Accordingly, another interesting possibility is to combine local feature trajectories with HOA descriptor. Given a feature point, local feature trajectory can be obtained by using tracking technology, i.e. KLT tracker as applied in [144].

**Promoting the efficiency.** Fisher vector is applied as the default encoding method to represent all the features in our experiment. Additionally, we intend to add structural information to the Fisher vector by applying spatial-temporal pyramids, which improves the performance in the classification. One limitation of Fisher vector representation is that with the size of Gaussian models increasing, the vector dimension increases significantly, which leads to relatively expensive calculations in the following classification. In the future work, we intend to employ
more effective methods in encoding and classifying for improving the efficiency of classification.

**SVM classification with different kernels.** In our experiments, we only use linear and RBF kernels with default parameter settings to implement SVM classification. Although both of them show good performance in echocardiogram recognition, more kernels or parameter optimizing strategy can be applied to improve the classification performance.

**Cardiac motion information detection.** Built on feature detection, we can track some local feature points or local areas during the whole cardiac cycle and then extract local motion stages as well as motional correlation between structures. It can be combined with myocardial shapes and functional analysis to provide cardiac pathological diagnosis basis.

Additional future work direction can be referred to implementation of cardiac structure recognition combining with pathologic diagnostic information and extend our method in other applications, such as other medical images or video classifications, human action recognition, traffic surveillance system etc.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Common methods

A1.1 Harris3D feature detector

For Harris3D feature detecting, a spatial-temporal second-moment matrix is computed by using independent spatial and temporal scale values \((\sigma_i, \tau_i)\), a separable Gaussian smoothing function \(G\) (show in equation 4.2). It is shown as:

\[
\mu(x, y, z; \sigma_i, \tau_i) = G(x, y, z; s \sigma_i, s \tau_i) * \begin{pmatrix}
L_x^2 & L_x L_y & L_x L_z \\
L_x L_y & L_y^2 & L_y L_z \\
L_x L_z & L_y L_z & L_z^2
\end{pmatrix}
\] (A1.1)

Where \(s\) is a parameter relating the integration scale for \(G\) to the local scales \((\sigma_i, \tau_i)\). The first-order derivatives of the video sequence \(v\) are defined as:

\[
L_x(x, y, z; \sigma_i, \tau_i) = \partial_x (G * v)
\]

(A1.2)

\[
L_y(x, y, z; \sigma_i, \tau_i) = \partial_y (G * v)
\]

(A1.3)

\[
L_z(x, y, z; \sigma_i, \tau_i) = \partial_t (G * v)
\]

(A1.4)

The final location of feature points are given by the maxima of

\[
H = \det(\mu) - k \text{trace}^3(\mu), \quad H > 0
\]

(A1.5)

\[
\det(\mu) = \lambda_1 \lambda_2 \lambda_3
\]

\[
\text{trace} = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3
\]

Where \(\lambda_i\) is the significant eigenvalue of \(\mu\) with \(\lambda_1 \leq \lambda_2 \leq \lambda_3\). \(k\) is a coefficient.

In this study, all the spatial and temporal scale levels are the same with part 4.3 and the default coefficient is \(k = 0.0005\) (the similar setting with some researches [74] and [96]).

A1.2 Gabor feature detector

The Gabor detector, called Cuboid detector as well in some researches, applies a set of separable linear filters with 2D spatial Gaussian smooth kernel and 1D temporal Gabor filters. The response function is formulated as
\[ R = (I * g * h_{ev})^2 + (I * g * h_{od})^2 \]  
(A1.6)

Where \( I(x, y, t) \) refers to the video sequence; \( g(x, y; \sigma) \) is the 2D spatial Gaussian kernel with spatial scale \( \sigma \), whereas \( h_{ev}(t; \tau, \omega) \) and \( h_{od}(t; \tau, \omega) \) defined as Eq.(3.22) are a quadrature (cosine and sine) pair of 1D temporal Gabor filters with temporal scale \( \tau \). The Gabor filters are defined as

\[
    h_{ev}(t; \tau, \omega) = -\cos(2\pi \omega t) e^{-\frac{t^2}{\tau^2}}
\]

\[
    h_{od}(t; \tau, \omega) = -\sin(2\pi \omega t) e^{-\frac{t^2}{\tau^2}}
\]  
(A1.7)

Where \( \omega = \frac{4}{\tau} \). The feature points are the local maxima of the response function \( R \).

A1.3 Fisher vector

FV encoding assumes that descriptors are generated by a GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model):

\[
    \mathcal{U}_\lambda(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \omega_i \mu_i(x)
\]  
(A1.8)

Where \( \lambda = \{\omega_i, \mu_i, \Sigma_i, i = 1 \ldots K\} \), \( \omega_i, \mu_i, \Sigma_i \) are respectively the mixture weight, mean vector and covariance matrix of Gaussian \( \mathcal{U}_i \). Let \( \gamma_t(i) \) be the soft assignment of descriptor \( x_t \) to Gaussian \( i \):

\[
    \gamma_t(i) = \frac{\omega_i \mu_i(x_t)}{\sum_{j=1}^{K} \omega_j \mu_j(x_t)}
\]  
(A1.9)

The GMM model of \( K \) Gaussians, which can be viewed as ‘codebook’, is first obtained from a training set. Once the Gaussian model \( (\omega_i, \mu_i, \sigma_i) \) is learned, the FV representation of the descriptors is given by the two parts [104]:

\[
    U_{\mu,i}^X = \frac{1}{T} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\omega_i}} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_t(i) \left( \frac{x_t - \mu_i}{\sigma_i} \right)
\]  
(A1.10)

\[
    V_{\sigma,i}^X = \frac{1}{T} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\omega_i}} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_t(i) \left( \frac{(x_t - \mu_i)^2}{\sigma_i^2} - 1 \right)
\]  
(A1.11)
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Where $U^X_{\mu,i}$ (resp. $V^X_{\mu,i}$) is the D-dimensional gradient with respect to the mean $\mu_i$ (resp. the standard deviation $\sigma_i$) of $i$th Gaussian with $i = 1 \ldots K$. The final representation is given by the concatenation of the two parts following the result of $l_2$-normalization.

A1.4 Bag-of-Words

Bag-of-Words, also called bag-of-features, is originally applied to document analysis. It can be applied to image/video classification, by treating visual features as words. In computer vision, a bag of visual features is a vector of occurrence counts of a dictionary of local image/video features. For the generation of visual dictionary, we apply either k-means or sparse coding on the set of training features. We randomly sample 80k features for training vocabulary. For results using k-means, features are assigned to their closest dictionary word using Euclidean distance. The resulting histograms of visual word occurrences are used as video sequence representations. For sparse coding, which models feature vector as a sparse linear combination of a set of basic elements by solving an optimization problem. The coefficients of each basic element are viewed as the representation of the corresponding input vector.

A1.5 Multiclass SVM

Classification is done with multiclass support vector machines. With regard to binary classification, an SVM aiming to learn a decision function based on the training dataset is defined:

$$f(F) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i k(F_i, F_j) + b$$

(A1.12)
Where \( k(F_i, F_j) \) is a kernel function including linear kernel and non-linear kernel. Different kernel functions have different results in classification. The trained videos are represented as \( \{(F_i, l_i)\}_{i=1}^{n} \), where \( l_i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, L\} \) denotes the class label of the trained video \( i \). In our research, we study the influence on echocardiogram video classification from two kernels: linear kernel and Gaussian kernel (RBF).

For linear kernel:

\[
k(F_i, F_j) = F_i^T F_j \tag{A1.13}
\]

For Gaussian Radial Basis Function kernel:

\[
k(F_i, F_j) = \exp(-\gamma \|F_i - F_j\|_2^2) \tag{A1.14}
\]

For multiclass classification, we use the one-versus-all approach. In our implementation, we use the code provided by LIBSVM [140].

A1.6 Difference of Gaussian (DoG)

Similar to Laplace of Gaussian, the image is first smoothed by convolution with Gaussian kernel of certain width \( \sigma_1 \)

\[
G_{\sigma_1}(x, y) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_1^2}} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma_1^2}\right) \tag{A1.15}
\]

to get

\[
g_1(x, y) = G_{\sigma_1}(x, y) \ast f(x, y) \tag{A1.16}
\]

With a different width \( \sigma_2 \), a second smoothed image can be obtained:

\[
g_2(x, y) = G_{\sigma_2}(x, y) \ast f(x, y) \tag{A1.17}
\]

We can show that the difference of these two Gaussian smoothed images, called difference of Gaussian (DoG), can be used to detect edges in the image.
\begin{align*}
g_1(x, y) - g_2(x, y) &= (G_{\sigma_1} - G_{\sigma_2}) * f(x, y) = DoG * f(x, y) \quad (A1.18) \\

\text{The DoG as an operator or convolution kernel is defined as}

DoG &\triangleq G_{\sigma_1} - G_{\sigma_2} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left( \frac{1}{\sigma_1} e^{-\left(\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma_1^2}\right)} - \frac{1}{\sigma_2} e^{-\left(\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma_2^2}\right)} \right) \quad (A1.19)
\end{align*}
Appendix 2: Video sample

For A2C viewpoint:
For A3C viewpoint:
For A4C viewpoint:
For A5C viewpoint:
For PSAA viewpoint:
For PSAM viewpoint:
For PSAP viewpoint:
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